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INTRODUCTION	 '
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In the past, stainless steel tubing used in ground support equipment to
contain hypergoliz, pneumatic, and hydraulic fluids was fabricated by manual
welding or induction brazing processes. Traditionally, it has been required
that joints fabricated by these processes be 100 percent radiographically
inspected, a costly type of inspection. Today, advances in the state of the
art have made automatic welding a tiesirable, cost effective method of replacing
the other methods of fabricating this type of tubing. The automatic process
provides a precise control of the welding process parameters, minimizing human
•	 error and thereby improving 9,e quality of welds over those made by other pro-
cesses. When the automatic process is used, with its inherent improvement in
quality, a question naturally arises concerning the need for the 100 percent
radiographic inspection requirement imposed on other methods.
To determine if the use of automatic gelding would allow the reduction of
the radiographic inspection requirement, and thereby reduce fabrication costs,
a series of welding tests were performed. In these tests an Astro Arc auto-
matic tube welder was used on AISI tubing, Type 304, in the 112, 3/4, and 1 112
inch diameter sizes. The tubing was representative of that used in the hyper-
goIics, pneumatics, and hydraulics systems in the launch complex. The Astro
Arc automatic tube welder had been checked out and calibrated previously during
a production job where hypergolic valve box assemblies had been fabricated of
similar tubing for Space Shuttle ground support equipment. Optimum welding
parameters (machine settings) were obtained from the automatic welding proce-
dures previously qualified during production welding. These parameters and
qualified procedures were used by certified welding operators as a baseline for
proper machine settings and procedures used during testing.
The optimum parameters were investigated to determine how much variation
from optimum in machine settings could be tolerated and still result in a good
quality weld. Threshold or borderline conditions were established. The
effects of variations in the automatic process controls (machine settings) on
the weld quality were investigated by making welds over a range of essential
variables and by x-raying the resulting welds to study the effect of changing
the process variables on the weld quality. The purpose of this study was to
establish a range of essential variables (machine settings) for a given tube
size to ensure that welds made w{thin this variable range could be of good
quality, thus allowing the requirement for 100 percent radiographic inspection
to be reduced.
The process variables studied were the welding amperes, the revolutions
per minute (RPM) as a function of the circumferential weld travel speed, and
the shielding gas flow. Acceptable tolerance ranges for these variables were
determined through correlation with good x-ray quality vs bad x-ray quality of
the welds.
Strip chart recordings were made of the amperage and RPM to dete rmine if
strip charts were definitive enough to identify a good weld vs a bad meld.
Tests showed that the strip chart recordings were not definitive enough to
accomplish this objective, and the technique was abandoned.
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The investigation showed. however, that the close control of process vari-
ables in conjunction with a thorough visual inspection of melds, (as described
hereinafter) can be relied upon as an acceptable quality assurance procedure,
thus permitting the radiographic inspection to be reduced by a large percentage
when using the automatic process. Radiographic inspection can be eliminated
daring production melding, with a radiogr'rinhic inspection requirement remaining
only for veld certification testing. Currentl y , the welding specifications at
the Kennedy Space Center are being modified to reduce the radiographic require-
ments and to substitute the automatic process control and weld visual inspec-




The effects of process con+rol variations on weld quality were investi-
gated. The following equipment was used:
1. Astro Arc Power Source and Controls
Serial No. 328, with a strip chart recorder
2. Astro Arc Melding Head
A- 1250-D, Serial No. 1389
3. Astro Arc welding Head
A-2500-D, Serial No. 1262
4. Four Channel Strip Chart Recorder
Texas Instrument
SEriai No. FLO400-111666
This equipment had been used during the welding of valve box tubing and
had been checked out and calibrated.
MATERIALS
The following materials were used in testing:
1. Tubing, AISI, Type 304, Sizes: 1/4 inch x .035
314 inch x .109, 1 112 inch x .049
2. Fittings, AISI, Type 316, 304, consisting of
Parker-Hannifin Unions, 33 each size
TECHNIQUES
The following describes the techniques used in testing:
1. Automatic Melding Process. The automatic welding process utilizes a
power source connected by flexible cables to a welding head, which is
clamped on the tube in a manner similar to a pair of tongs. The elec-
trode of the welding head turns 360° around the tubing to make a butt
weld. The welding process is gas tungsten, pulsed arc welding. No
filler wire is fed into the weld puddle. The addition of filler metal
to the weld puddle is accomplished by the use of a weld fitting that
has an additional shoulder of metal machined integral with the fit-
ting. The shoulder melts during the welding and provides sufficient
additional metal to the weld. The fitting is provided with a raised
ring that fits into a groove in the gelding head and serves to guide
the tungsten welding electroue around the tube and to maintain proper
alignment during welding. A photograph of the machine, set up to weld
tubing, is shown in Figure 1. 1 photograph of tubing specimens welded
by the automatic process is shown in Figure 2. Closeup viers are shown
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2. Parameters Tested. As a first step, the optimum parameters (machine
settings) were established by adopting the automatic welding proce-
dures previously stated as being qualified for this equipment. These
procedures were used by certified welding operators as a baseline
durtig testing. The autc:matic procedures qualified as optimurn and the
wild i ng operators certified for the three tube sizes (1/4, 3 ! 4, 1 112
inch) ire shown in the Appendix. During testing, the parameters
varied were amperage, RPM, and shielding gas flew. One parameter at a
time was varied, and the other parameters were maintained constant at
their optimum values. Each parameter was varied in a manner that
established threshold or borderl;ne conditions. Threshold conditions
were determined by weld quality based upon the point at which defects
began to appear in x-rays during radiographic inspection of the welds.
3. Radiographic inspection. All welds during the investigation were
inspected 1C^ percent by radiography to obtain the dsta used to estab-
lish process con t rol ranges and threshold conditions. In addition, a
visual inspection was made of each weld. The visual inspection
included the use of a borescope for the inside diameter (ID)
inspection of 1/4 inch size tubing. Defects observed at threshold
conditions are recorded under Inspection Results in Tables 3.1 through
3.18. The defects recorded include lack of penetration (LOP),
concavity, and drop-through.
4. Strip Chart Recordings. Strip chart recordings were Trade of wblds to
determine if this method could be used to identify good quality welds
vs bad quality velds. A typical strip chart recording is shown in
Figisre 6.
5. Test Runs. The test was divided into three phases, with each ;chase
cor -espnnding to a specific tube size. The effects of increasing and
decreasing the three parameters, amperage, RPM, and shielding gas
flow, were investigated. The ranges of acceptable parameters were
determ i ned by varying the individual parameters i n increments of 5
percent, until the threshold values were found by co rrelation with the
results of the radiographic and visual inspections. One parameter at
a time was varied, with the remaining two being maintained constant at
optimum settings. When a reject first occured, due to defects appear-
ing  i n the x-ray, a repeat run was perforned at the parameter
deviation just preceding the setting where the reject occured. This
was done to verify each threshold value. One type of defect
prominently noted was concavity. The data sheets for individual test
runs are included as an Appendix. Visual inspection results are










Individual test results are reported in the following tables:
Phase I
Table 3.1 - Increasing__ ^mperage Tests
Tube size 1/4" x .035
Using the optimum amperage as a baseline:
RUN NO.	 AMPERAGE DEVIATIO N 	 INSPECTION RESULTS
1	 Plus 5 percent	 Satisfactory
2*	 Plus 10 percent	 Satisfactory
3	 Plus 15 percent	 Reject, LOP
4	 Plus 10 percent	 Satisfactory
*Threshold Value, 10 percent.
TABLE 3.2 - Decreasing AmI2eraage Tests
Tube size 1/4" x .035
Using the optimum amperage as a baseline:
RUN NO.
	
AMPERAGE DEVIATION	 INSPECTION RESULTS
1	 Minus 5 percent
	
Satisfactory
2	 Minus 10 percent	 Satisfactory
3*	 Minus 15 percent
	
Satisfactory
4	 Minus 20 percent	 Reject, LOP
5	 Minus 15 percent	 Satisfactory
*Threshold Value, 15 percent.
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Table 3.3 - Increasing RPM Tests
Tube size 1/4" x .035
Using the optirm RPM as a baseline:
i
RUB! POO. AWERAGE DEVIATION
1 Plus 5 percent
2 Plus 10 percent
3 Plus 15 percent
4 Plus 20 percent
5* Plus 25 percent
6 Plus 30 percent
f Plus 25 percent









Table 3.4 - Decreasing RPM Tests
Tube size 1/4" x .035
Using the optimum RPM as a baseline:
RUN RO.	 RPM DEIVATION	 INSPECTION RESULTS
I	 Minus 5 percent 	 Satisfactory
20	 Minus 10 percent	 Satisfactory
3	 Minus 15 percent.	 Reject, LOP
4	 Minus 10 percent	 Satisfactory
*'Threshole Value, a0 percent.
Table 3.5 - Increasing Shielding Gas Tests
Tube size .1 /4"  x .035
Using the optinvim shielding gas flow as a
baseline:
RUN NO.	 GAS DEVIATION	 INSPECTION RESULTS
I	 Plus 5 percent	 Satisfactory
2	 Plus 10 percent	 Satisfactory
3	 Plus 15 percent	 Satisfactory
4	 Plus 20 percent	 Satisfactory
5	 Plus 25 percent	 Satisfactory
6*	 Plus 30 percent
	
Satisfactory
7	 Plus 35 percent
	
Reject, LOP
8	 Plus 30 percent
	
Satisfactory
'Threshold Value, 30 percent.
Table 3.6 - Decreasing Shielding Gas Tests
i
	 Tube size 1/4" x .035
Using the optimum shielding gas flow as a base-
line:
RUN N0,	 GAS DEVIATION	 INSPECTION RESULTS
1	 Minus 5 percent	 Satisfactory
2	 Minus 10 percent	 Satisfactory
3	 Minus 25 percent	 Satisfactory
4*	 Minus 30 percent	 Satisfactory
5	 Minus 40 percent	 Reject, LCP





Table 3.7 - Increasing Amperage Tests
Tube size 3/4" x .109
Using the optimum amperage as a baseline:
RUN NO.	 AMPERAGE DEVIATION	 INSPECTION RESULTS
1	 Plus 5 percent	 Satisfactory
2'*	 Plus 10 percent	 Satisfactory
3	 Plus 5 percent	 Satisfactory
*Threshold Value, 10 percent.
All three test runs produced satisfactory x-rays. However, visual
inspection revealed a borderline condition in each run, consisting of som
concavity associated with greater than normal drop-through at the inside
diameter (ID) of the tube. This heavier walled tube was found to be very
sensitive to changes in amperage.
Table 3.8 - Decreasing Amperage Tests
Tube size 3/4" x .109
Using the optimum amperage as a baseline:
RUN NO. AMPERAGE DEVIATION INSPECTION RESULTS
1 Minus 5 percent Satisfactory
2* Minus 10 percent Satisfactory
3 Minus 15 percent Reject, LOP
4 Minus 10 percent; Satisfactory
*Threshold Value,	 10 percent.
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Table 3.9 - Increasing RPM Tests
Tube size 3/4 " x .104
Using the optimum RPM as a baseline:
RUN NO. RPM DEVIATION INSPECTION RESULTS
I Plus 5 percent Satisfactory
2 Plus 10 percent Satisfactory
3 Plus 15 percent Satisfactory
4 Plus 20 percent Satisfactory
5 Plus 25 percent Satisfactory
6 Plus 30 percent Satisfactory
7* Plus 35 percent Satisfactory
8 Plus 40 percent Reject, LOP
9 Plus 35 percent Satisfactory
*Threshold Value, 35 percent.
Table 3.10 - Decreasing RPM Tests
Tube size 3/4" x .109




1*	 Minus 5 percent
	 Satisfactory
i
2	 Minus 10 percent
	 Reject, LOP
3	 Minus 3 percent	 Satisfactory
*Threshold Value, 5 percent.
In comparing this narrow range with the wide range in the
Increasing RPM Tests results, it becomes apparent that the optimum RPM
value should be somewhat higher than the value selected. Since the
total range of x-35 percent and -5 percent is 40 percent, a more
meaningful evaluation is a range of +20 percent and -20 percent.
15
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Table 3.11 - Increasing - Shielding Gas Tests 	 - -	 -
Tube size 3/4" x .109
Using the optimum shielding gas flow as a base-
[	 line:
RUN NO.	 GAS DEVIATION	 INSPECTION RESULTS
3	 Plus 5 percent	 Satisfactory
2	 Alas 10 percent	 Satisfactory
3*	 Plus 15 percent	 Satisfactory
4	 Plus 20 percent	 Reject, Concavity
*Threshold Value, 15 percent.
Table 3.12 - Decreasing Shieldin Gas Tests
Tube size 3/4" x .109
Using the optimum shielding gas flow as a base-
line:
KiN NO	 GAS DEVIATION	 INSPECTION RESULTS
1	 Minus 5 percent	 Satisfactory
2*	 Minus 10 percent 	 Satisfactory
*Threshold Value, 10 percent.
Tice narrow range indicates that these parameters should be adjusted




Table 3.13 - Increasin	 Amperage Tests
Tube size 1 1/2" x .049
Using the optimum amperage as a baseline:
FAO. AMPERAGE DEVIATION INSPECTION RESULTS
1 Pius 5 percent Satisfactory
2 Plus 10 percent Satisfactory
3 Plus 15 percent Satisfactory
4 Plus 20 percent Satisfactory
5* Plus 25 percent Satisfactory
6 Plus 30 percent Reject, Concavity
7 Pius 25 percent Satisfactory
*Threshold Value, 25 percent.
Table 3.14 - Decreasing Amperage sts
Tube size 1 1/2" x .049
Using the optimum amperage as a baseline:
RUIN NOs AMPERAGE DEVIATION INSPECTION RESULTS
1 Minus 5 percent Satisfactory
2 Minus 10 percent Satisfactory
3* Minus 15 percent Satisfactory
4 Minus 20 percent Reject, LOP
5 Minus 15 percent Satisfactory
*Threshold Value, 15 percent.
17
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Table 3.35 -- IncreasingRPM Tests
Tube size 1 1/2" x .049
Using the optimum RPM as a baseline:
RUB RPM DEVIATION INSPECTION RESULTS
1 Plus 5 percent Satisfactory
2 Plus 10 percent Satisfactory
3 Plus 15 percent Satisfactory
4* Plus 20 percent Satisfactory
5 Plus 25 percent Rejects LOP
S Plus 20 percent Satisfactory
*Threshold Value, 20 percent.
Table 3.16 - Decreasing RPM Tests
Tube size 1 1/2 1= x .049
Using the optimum RPM as a baseline:
RUN NO.	 RPM DEVIATION	 INSPECTION RESULTS	 I
I	 Minus 5 percent	 Satisfactory
2*	 Minus 10 percent	 Satisfactory
3	 Minus 15 percent	 Reject, LOP
4
	
	 Minus 10 percent	 Satisfactory
*Threshold Value, 10 percent.
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Table 3.17 - Increasing Shielding Gas Tests
Tube size 11/2" x .049
Using the optimum shielding gas flow as a base-
line:
RUN NO. GAS DEVIATION INSPECTION RESULTS
1 Plus 5 percent Satisfactory
2 Plus 10 percent Satisfactory
3 Plus 20 percent Satisfactory
4 Plus 30 percent Satisfactory
5 Plus 40 percent Satisfactory
The results indicate an insensitivity to this parameter.
Table 3.18 - Decreasing Shielding Gas Tests
Tube size 11/2 i1 x .049




GAS DEVIATION	 INSPECTION RESULTS
I	 Minus 5 percent 	 Satisfactory
2	 Minus 10 percent	 Satisfactory
3	 Minus 15 percent	 Satisfactory
4	 Minus 30 percent	 Satisfactory
5	 Minus 50 percent	 Reject, oxidized.
At 50 percent of the optimum gas float rate, the specimen oxidized.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
It was found that the following ranges of process variables from optimum
produced good quality welds as determined by the radiographic inspection. Any
greater deviation resulted in defective welds.
Tube size 11411 x .035
Amperage Deviation
Increasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 percent
Decreasing . . . . . . . . .	 .	 . 15 percent
RPM Deviation
Increasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 percent
Decreasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 percent
Shielding Gas Flow Deviation
Increasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 percent
Decreasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 percent
Tube size 314" x .109
Amperage Deviation
Increasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 percent
Decreasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 percent
RPM Deviation
Increasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 percent
Decreasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 percent
Shielding Gas Flow Deviation
Increasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 percent
Decreasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 percent
Tube size 11/2" x .049
Amperage Deviation
Increasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 percent
Decreasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 percent
20
RPM Deviation
Increasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 percent
Decreasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 percent
Shielding Gas Flow Deviation
Increasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 + percent
Decreasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 + percent
The results obtained using the strip chart recordings revealed that this
method of recording is not reliable for identifying good quality gelds vs bad
quality Melds. All welding data sheets are included in the Appendix.
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CONCLUSION
The results of the testing show that when the optimum welding parameters
are established by qualifying the welding procedures for spec=ific sizes of tub-
ing, and when welding machine operators are certified, then the automatic tube
welding process repeatedly produces good quality welds with a high degree of
reliability. Quality of the welds was determined by both radiographic and
visual inspections. It was found that the welding parameters could be varied
over a considerable range without jeopardizing the weld quality, although this
is not a recommended practice. The correlation between the results of the
radiographic and visual inspections was good. When the weld passed the visual
inspection, there wp ,,; a high probability that it would pass the radiographic
inspection.
The reliability of the automatic tube welding process has been verified by
its performance in the recent production welding of tube assemblies for the
hypergolics ground support equipment for the Space Shuttle. Approximately 5000
welds were made using the automatic tube welding process at the Kennedy Space
Center, and several thousand were made at Michoud in stainless steel tubing, in
sizes ranging from 114 inch to 2 inch diameters. In both projects, the weld
quality was found to be high, requiring very little repair welding. It is
estimated that 3 percent of these production welds required minor repairs
during their fabrication. This high degree of reliability and low rejection
rate is attributed to the close control provided by the automatic process,
minimizing human .error.
In view of the consistently high quality of the welds reproduced by the
automatic tube welding process, both in testing and in production welding, it
is concluded that the 100 percent radiographic inspection requirement can be
removed when tubing is welded by the automatic process. Good quality welds
(result when the automatic process parameters are controlled at optimum values.




Based on the -Findings of this investigation, the following procedures will
be implemented in Kennedy Space Center specifications for welding tubing when
the automatic process is used:
1. The Astro Arc Pulsed Gas Tungsten Arc Melding Process or equal will be
used with butt weld tube =Fittings.
2. During the qualification of the welding procedures and the certifica-
tion of welding operators, the 100 percent radiographic inspection
requirement will remain in effect. The contractor will verify that
satisfactory radiographic inspections are attained. During this
period, the optimum welding parameters will be determined. The con-
tractor will verify the optimum welding parameters in a qualified
welding procedure and certify welding operators, based upon both
radiographic and visual inspections.
3. During the production welding phase, after- qualification and certifi-
cation, the radiographic inspection will be eliminated. It will be
replaced by a rigid control of process parameters, augmented by 100
percent visual inspection. The control of process parameters and the
results of the visual inspection will become part of the inspection
record, signed by the contractor. The data to be recorded is as
follows:
a. Weld Number: To be recorded on the data sheet and etched on the
tube adjacent to 0e weld.
b. Welder's Name and Certification Verification
c. Date of Welding
d. Government Specification plumber
e. Contractor ' s Procedure Number
f. Contract or Project Number
g. Tube Material and Size
h. Welding Position
i. Machine Settings
(1) Arc Amperes ( field Levels I, II, III, and IV)
(2) Time (Levels I, II, III, and IV)
(3) Pulse Low (Amperes)
(4) Pulse High (Time)
23
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"; (5)	 Pulse Low (Time)
(6)	 Finish Slope
(l)	 Rotation Delay
(8)	 P Pad Speed, RPM
(9)	 Si^lelding and Backup Gas Flow, CFH
(10)	 .arc Voltage
(11)	 Tungsten Electrode (Length, Bevel, band, Arc Gap) ,l
(12)	 Machine used ( Equipment, Manufacturer, Serial Number) z
(13)	 Fitting Type and Manufacturer
s
Note: During the welding process, every effort must be made to maintain
the machine settings (item i) at their optimum values. 	 If more
than one parameter varies measurably, from optimum, the weld shall
be rejected.	 In the case where only one parameter varies not more
than 5 percent the weld shall be acceptable.
j. Inspection Report Number
K. Inspection's Signed Verification: 	 Optimum settings maintained as
specified in item i. Y
1. Weld Visual Inspection Results	
. i
m. Approvals or Rejections:	 Quality/Contractor Signatures, Govern-
ment Inspector Approval or Rejection Stamp.
4.	 The following steps shall be performed during the automatic welding
process:
a. Turn gas on slowly at tank for torch and backup gas.	 Check for
adequate tank pressure.	 Check for correct gas and gas flow per
weld schedule by depressing gas flow button.	 Gas must be 'turned
off at tank at the end of work shift. 	 Seal backup gas tube to a
flow over inside diameter (ID) of weld joint.
b. Attach ground cable to tube when using A3500 head.	 A ground cable
is not required with A2500 head.
.i
c. Check for proper tungsten electrode grinding and gap on fitting.
Regrind electrode if contaminated or if shape of point has
crianged.	 Point of electrode must be positioned in Exact center of
fitting lip.
d. Make sure that tube end is cut square and is free from burrs on
outside and inside edges and 'that there is no gap when tube and
fittings are clamped in weld head. 	 Clean joint surfaces of finger }
-	 24 prints with frean and lense cleaner tissue.
.e. Always start weld with gear teeth in housing to prevent arcing
from gear ring. This applies to the A2500 weld head. Arc may be
struck in any position with the A3500 head.
f. Check each item on weld schedule for proper control panel
settings.
g. Check the following:
(1) Gear rotation switch is in forward position
(2) RPM setting is correct
(3) Panel and arc starter switches are on
(4) Pulse-step pulse switch is in correct position
(5) Arc voltage switch is on (A3500 head only)
h. Depress sequence start button and observe root drop-through when
possible. Slight amp adjustment (within +5 percent) may be.made
during welding to assure uniformity. Time may be added to Level
IV to provide overlap if weld start did not give full penetration
These adjustments are not to be considered as variations frog.
optimum.
5. The visual inspection shall be a 100 percent coverage for each weld,
including the weld root when it is accessible for viewing. When weld
roots are inaccesible for viewing, then the record of process controls
will govern acceptance or rejection of the geld root. Any of the
following defects shall be unacceptable:
a. Cracks
b. Porosity open to the surface
c. Concavity
6. KSC-SPEC-Z-0015, "Automatic We l ding, Stainless Steel Pipe and Tubing,
Invar 36 Pipe, Carbon Steel Pipe, Aluminum Pipe, Specification for"(revised to include -items 1 through 5 above for tubing) will govern
the application of the autocratic tube welding process with implementa-








UELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATIO.1 (UPS)








SP.CIFICATI017 60. REYISIGs'l.	 BATE	 7/7177	 OUT OF S5A-028
PURGE GM
BACK-UP	 HEAD	 TUBE DATA
IIIITERI;AL GAS	 ARG	 HEAD aA^	 ARG	 O.D.	 .250
FLOW CFH	 5*2	 FLOW CRI	 l5'- S `r _	 WALL	 .035
PRE--PURGE TME 	PRw-PURGE TIMIS SEC(Mlll) ALLOY 304 L
IrPOST-PURGE TiiS1 :ilrl A lf;0	 POST-PURGE TI,'w 1 '1 0Iii)	 F G. P/;;	 1___,?qx& 4fi
(1) Add 1. min	 ^ ; r.	 .ar each.adµitional ft. 16'r izne hetlreen tFe gas miec
and the joint to be .;e led.
PROGRy"°ER SET .,MS
WELD LEVEL I	 VELD LEVEL 11	 VELD LEVEL III	 ;:ELL LEVEL IV	 PULSE LG:
5 to 199 F:Ivs
	 5 to 199 A:7-:s	 5 to 193 A, n	 5 to 199 A os 	 5 to 159 Amps
025	 023	 02k	 Ol$	 014
LEVEL I	 LEVEL I	 LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV	 FINISH SLOPE
Tire 1^-M Sep Yi0e I-29,i Sez Tyre 1-4^59 See 7ircti 1-299 Sec 	 .t to 9.9 Sec
RV,ATIOii
PULSE HIGH	 PULSE LCW	 UELAY	 HEA3 SPEED
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REPORT HUMER /^o'"^^f ^, r-- 717
!	 (Sketch)	 APPROVALS:A^\	 ^
k-2-0 MFG. 0/821
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WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS)





SPECIFICATION 110. REVISIO11. DATE
PURGE GAS
HACK-UP HEAD 'TUBE DATA
IRTERIIAL GAS	 ARG	 HEAD GAS	 ARG	 Q.D. .750
FLOW CFH	 5=2	 FLOW CFH	 15 .5	 WALL_ -109
PRE-PURGE TI1{	 2 MIN011 1) (1) PRE-PURGE T II•IE 15 SECOMI N) 	 ALLOY 304
POST PURCE Ti,'-:E 1 ''MINWIN) 	 POST-PURGE TIME 1 ';FIT{14111) 	 FTG. P/1I	 12-184fiY
(1) Add 1 min (n_,in) for each additional ft. of Tine between the gas inlet
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRA14MER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 MELD LEVEL IV PULSE LON




LEVEL ILEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Tine 1-299 Sec	 "firm 1- •299 Sec 'fire 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 See
Oi8	 E__017 0 S I 	 oz	 I I	 I
ROTATIOi1
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .I to 9.9 Sec	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM
L-- 0.2 = 1 3.6 1 --- 	 ---
QUALIFICATION POSITHRIS WELDERS RAME7,6—,,a ;e,,p ,p	 ST" P
HORIZONTAL	 VERTICAL11HHHH	 mom RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTXXE













B	 .010 Q. E. D/8
DATE-4,1/w/27
C	 1.073 r-EHGR. D/












IIELDIHG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS)





SPECIFICATIO3 110. REVISI011. 	 DATE
PURGE GAS
SACK-UP	 HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERVAL GA8	 ARG	 HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.50	
-.Y
FLOW CFH	 5+2	 FLOW CFH	 16+5	 WALL •049-
PRE-PURGE TIEE 2 1-11110-1IN)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(Mlll)	 ALLOY 304 L
POST-PURGE TIT-',El Mli*i( 14) 	 POST-PURGE TIVE 1 11i1(I4IN)	 Fifi. P/ii	 740021.,	 04+4
(1) Add 1 min (n—,;n— —for each additional ft. ar in_ between the gas im et
and the joint to be melded.
PROGRAKIER S£TTIIGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II	 WELD LEVEL 11I	 HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LVI




LEVEL I	 LEVEL II	 LEVEL IIILEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 'iise 1-299 Sec Tire 1-299 Sec lire 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 See
1109	 009. 1 = 9 - (L—i
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH	 PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED










RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTAPICE ^^ S
MACHINE E-20OT4 SIN	 328	 TF.115ILE TEST ACCEPTANCE ;4r t











DFTG.	 D	 •030	 QUALITY CONTROL
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SPECIFICATIO,'i NO. REVIS1011. DATE	 TPS A/A 328. 001	 Sample 938 f5%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.250	 r
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLO^I CFH	 155	 WALL 0.035
PRE-PURGE Tlfw 2 t•111101lil) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(,1I,'!)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TJIME I .•fN10,114) POST-PURGE TIC:E 1 '1110IN) • FTG. PIN
(1) Add I min (n_,;n	 for each additional ft. or line between the gas 1n e
and the joint to he viel,ded.
PROGRAl vER SETTI;1GS
WELD LEVEL I
	 :MELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE L01.4




LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE




_J E:_ L-00 	 I 1	 4.0	 j
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
	
.1 to 9.9 Sec RPM
QUALIFICATIOtl POSITIONS
WELDERS NAME
11 HORIZONTAL 0 VERTICAL
STAMP
i1ADi0GEt1PH ACCEPTA+';CE





C A	 A	 080° MFG. D/821 OATc" -
Y	 g	 .015
^^ Q.E. 0!814 DATE
C	 1.329
ENGR.D/830 DATE



















BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERIM CAS, ARG BEAD GAS :	 ARr	 O.D. -250
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 154•5	 WALL •035
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 MIII('Iffl) (1) PRE-PURGE •i IME 15 SEC(MIU)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIPT. 1 MIUMIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add l min (min) for each additional ft. o- line betUeen the gas intat
and the joint to be welded.
PR6GR=1ER SETTINGS
MELD LEVEL I	 MELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 FIELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
028	 025 023	 020 010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III
	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1 =299 Sec Time 1-299 See .1 to 9.9 Sec
007	 005 005
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 SEC .1 to 9.9 See	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM

















^^	 g .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATEr.-...8
1.329
ENGR.D/830 DATE_
FTG.	 D'030 QUALITY CONTROL DATE
STAIdP
VISUAL ACCEPT













SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample 040 +15^
PURGE GAS	
X»Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERVAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 Q.O. .2SO
FLOW CFii	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15+5	 WALL .035
PRE-PURGE TI1,2 2 MIN(MIZ0 0 ) PRE-PURGE TIME 1S SEC01IN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE•TIME 1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 '41WMIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min (min	 for each additional ft. oT'iine between the gas 1- T n el ;:
and the joint to be welded.
' PROGRARVER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Axps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 S to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
029	 i	 1	 027	 1 025	 022 010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 'lime 1-299 See Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED














C A	 A	 Bo ol MFG. D/821 DATE
_	 B.015 Q.E. D/814 DATE
C	 1.329 £NGR.0/830 DATE
ff FTG.	 D	 1q30 QUALITY CONTROL DATE
5-1 Pi










kr. V ISION 6GTT L" PAGE
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SPECIFICATIDI'lNO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample $41	 +15%-2 amps
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
PURGE GAS
BACK-UP HEAD TU3E DATA
INTER14AL GAS	 ARG	 HEAD GAS	 ARG	 0. D . .750
FLOW CFH	 5+2-	 FLOW CFH 15_'5	WALL .035
PRE-PURGE Tlt'JE 2 I4IN(MI100) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TI1 •2 1 14IN(MIN)	 POST-PURGE TIME 1 'IINNIN) • FTG. P/3
(1) Add 1 min	 nin	 far each additional ft. aFTine between the gasti^	 let
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTIdGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LGIH
5 to 199 Arrps	 5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Aa:a
027	 025 Q23	 019 016
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
.1	 to 9.9 Sec
007	 tiQ5
Time 1-299 Sec 'iirrk	 -299 Sec	 1^-299 S
t







PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED





VERTICAL	 -	 - -- -
RADIOGR%PH ACCEPTANCE




































SPECIFICATION 110. REVISION. DATE	 TSP A/A 328-dOl Sample 072 	 -5%
•	 PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS. ARG HEAD GAS -	 ARG	 O.D. .250
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15-x5	 WALL .035
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 14Ii!(MIi!) {1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC011h) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME1 MIN NIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 or each additional ft. n= line bet-teen the gas in et
and the 'Dint to be welded.
PROGRP01ER SETTINGS
YIELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to I99 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
026	 024 022	 019 010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Tirre 1-299 Sec Time 1 =299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
007	 005 005	 009 4.0
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sac
	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RP14














C `^	 'A	 800 MFG. D/82I DATE















AF VISION LETnk PACE
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SPECIFICATION 110. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 326-001 Sample #17 -5%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 OK
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS. ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.250
FLOW CFH	 5±2	 _ FLOW CFH	 154-5 _	 WALL 0.035
PRE-PURGE TIIfi 2 MIN(MI14)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TB•fE l MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/91
(1) Add I min	 mjn	 far each additional ft. 77-75e between the gas in e
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAfflIER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 1.99 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
024	 022 020	 017 010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-•299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1 ;299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .7 to 9.9 Sec
007	 005 005	 009 4.0
1
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM
0.1 O.I







































RFVIS ION LETTER PACE
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58ECSFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-601	 Sample #18 -10%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS- ARG
.	 G HEAD GAS	
- ARG	 O.D. 0.250
FLOW CFH
	 6-+2 FLO14 CFH	 15+5 _	 WALL 0.035	 --
NE-PURGE TIDE 2 I1I1101IN (I) PRE-PURGE TIME 1 5 SEC(110)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIi4E1 MINVIIN) POST-PURGE TIME I MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/I1
(1) Add I min	 min	 Tor each additional ft. 7	 ine between the gas inlet
and the joint to to welded.
PROGRAIQIER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 'WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOFT
5 to I99 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps S to 199 -Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
OzZ	 021 oi9	 016 010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-2a; Sec
	
Tirra 1-299 See Time i i299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
007
	 005 005	 039 j	 4.Q	 I
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .I to 9.9 Sec	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM







































SPECIFICATION 140. REVISION. DATE	 TPS AIA 328 7001	 Sample 119 -15%
DOGE GAS	
%-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
IHTERWAL GAS. ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 Q.A. 0.250
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15-x5	 WALL. •035
PRE-PURGE TIRE' 2 MIN(,MIN)(7) PRE-PURGE TIME 75 SEC(MIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 1 11IN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MINMIN) 	 FTG. PI,i
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 for each additional ft. o- line 	 the gas inle t
and the hint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
HELD LEVEL I
	 I4ELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III
	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
021	 020 0!8	 015 010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE




PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
	 DELAY HEAD SPEED










HORIZONTAL 2 VERTICAL STAMP1.___J RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE









g'	 . 015 Q.E. D/874 DATE
"-°—'-	 C	 1.329
ENGR.0/830 DATE
}© F•T(a.	 Q	 . 030 QUALITY CONTROL DATESTAlp
VISUAL ACCEPT
rvaam ^yalN V• . nLV.iNJ
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SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS . A/A 328-001 Sample #20 -20%
PURGE GAS	 x-Ray Results:	 Rej. Lop
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
'INTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.250
` FLOW.CF'H	 5+2 FLOW CFH ' 	 15+5	 WALL, -035
..PRE-PURGE TIME 2 MIN(MI11 )(1) PRE-PURGE.TIME 15 SEC(11IN) 	 ALL.OY
,POST-PURGE TIME 	 MIN(141N) POST-PURGE TIME! 11N(MIN)	 FTG, P/11
(1) Add I minmfr+	 for each additional ft. of	 ine betrean-the gas in es
and the joint to be fielded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
FIELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II 6IELD LEVEL III	 MELD LEVEL IV .PULSE LOW .
5 to .
 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 '	 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
020	 OI3 017	 014
- 010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III
	 LEVEL.•IV FINISH SLOPE






PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED






MACHINE E-20OT4 5/N	 328
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE
HEAD. S/N.	 1328
REPORT NUMBER .. . 1328
'^^""''^'"	 ELECTRODE
(Sketch)	 APPROVALS:



















VELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (NP8)









BACK-UP HEAD TIME DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS'	 ARG	 O.D. 0.250	 -
FLN CFH	 512 FLOW CFH	 15+5	 HALL •035
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 141101C0 0) PPE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC( ,1 i1)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TI1.1E 1 M1110414) POST-PURGE TI;'E l ' jX IV410 	 FIG. P/18
(1) Add 1 mir; 	 min	 for each additional ft. o^betmen the gas insec
and the joint to he Yielded.
PROGRAM-MER SETTI..GS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II ?GELD LEVEL III	 VELD LEVEL IV PULSE LGIII
5 to 199 Plrps	 5 to 199 Amos 5 to 159 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 ;L-nps
Oi9	 Oil
—]{y15013 1 01{1
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE





PULSE HIGH PULSE LCW
	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec




M HORIZONTAL P1 VERTICAL
STA'riP
!!^—^^ RADIOGR;Pi{ ACCEPTANCE






r A^	 A 080"
_U —5
MFG. 01821 BATE
g	 .015 Q.E. D1814 DI'kIE
C	 1.329
ENGP.D/81n VALE ^.-..-..
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SACK-UP	 HEAD	 TUBE DATA
INTERVAL GAS. ARG	 HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D.	 0-rl
r'iow CFH
	 FLLN CFH	 15+5	 WALL	 0.035
PRE - PURGE TIME 2 HIA(MIa)(1) PF-P -PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MlN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIF1 1 MINORIN)	 POST-PURSE TAME I MIII(MIN)	 FTG. P/A
(1) Add 1 min	 4Gn	 .or each additional ft. o— ioe between the gas in I a t
and the joint to Ce welded.
PROGRAM,'	 R SETTI'XS
4ELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL TI	 WELD LEVEL III	 MELD LEVEL IY	 PULSE LOW
5 to 199 ,fleas	 5 to 199 Ames	 5 to 199 Aces	 5 to 199 Fags	 S to 199 Am:m
021	 019	 OIL	 Q15	 010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II	 LEVEL I::	 LEVEL IV	 FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec
	 Time '-299 Sec Time 1 =299Sec Time 1-299 Sec
	 + to 9.9 Sec1.
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH	 PULSE LOW	 DELAY	 HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9. 9 Sec ..i 1 to__9.9 Sec


















A	 30*	 MFG. D/821	 DATE
B	 015	 Q.E. 0/814	 DATE
C	 1.329	 EUGR.01830
	 DATE
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BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERVAL GAS• ARG HEAD GAS_	 PRG	 Q.D. .250
FLOC[ CFH ., 5+2 FL(YJ ML 	 1515	 WALL .035	 w
PPE-PURGE TIik 2 _1411104110( l ) PRE-PURGE TRIOS SEC(.14111)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIVE 1 AIII(MIH) POST-PURGE TI1•1 1 M11104IH)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min	 ai	 ;or each additional ft. o-- line beween the gas inle t
and the hint to be welded.
PROGRAE9I.ER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 U IELO LEVEL IV PULSE LGU
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
025	 023 O2!
	 418 010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 See	 Time 1-294 Sec Tice 1 :•299 Sec Tire i-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Ss-
007	 005 L- nng
ROTATIOU
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEADS PEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec
	
.to 9.9 Sec	 .1 to 9.9 Sec
L 0. 1- 1	 D. I 	 I =
RPMa ;9
QUALIFICATION POSITION'S WELDERS 1iAi•S: STAMP
HORIZONTAL ^ VERTICAL RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTA110E





C A	 A 800 MFG. 0/821 DATE
B	 .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE














AUTOMATIC BU17UELD 	 -




HGV 151.7" LCTTLI/ VALE
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SACK-UP	 HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG	 HEAD M	 ARG	 0.0. 0.250
FLOW CFH	 5±2	 FLOW CM	 15+5	 WALL -035
PRE-PURGE TI1 ,12 2 I41JUNIA)(1) PPE-PURGE TIME 1 5 SEC01IN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIVE I MIN(MI 11 ) 	POST-PURGE T1.1,1 1 '1I110414)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min	 n;ri	 for each additional €t.a' f Tine bet;teen the gas in eT
and the hint to Ise welded.
PROGRA;	 5R SFTTI °'. S
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II
	





199  A:ns	 5 to 199 Ares
	
5 to 199 Amps.	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
025	 023	 021	 018 010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II	 LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Tire 1-299 Sec	 •iia-m 1-299 Sec Tire 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
007	 r	 005	 0%	 009 4.0
ROTATIDTi
PULSE HIGH	 PULSE LOW	 DELAY READ SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM
0.1
	 O.L
	 0.9 F	 3.96
QUALIFICATIDU POSITIONS
WELDERS tiA14E
HORIZONTAL 2 VERTICAL 5T91PRADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE






























SPECIFICATION 110. REVISIOR. DATE	 TPS A/A 328•-001	 Sample 180 +15..'
PURGE GAS	
%-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
RPi MIAL GAS. AR HEAD GAS	 ARG.	 O.D. .250
FLOW CF1i	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 I 5 	 WALL .035
PRE-PURGE TIPS •2 t•1110lli• M) PRE-PURGE TIME1 5 SEC041N)	 ALLOY
POST--PURGE TI1,21 414041N) POST-PURGE TIT-TE1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 for each additional ft. F	 -ins betveen the gas Ynte,
and the ; Dint to he welded.
PROGP.At14ER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 VELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
Eo2s	 a23 0z1	 D1s 010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1 »299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
007	 005 005	 009 4.
ROTATIOR
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED















r A^	 A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE



















SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328••001	 Sample #81 +20%
PURGE GAS
	
X-Ray Results: 	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTEXiAL GAS. ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. .250
FLOW CFH	 5+2	 - FLOW CFH	 154.5	 WALL -035
PRE-PURGE TI1f 2 HIHOMIN) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(NIH) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE T1111 'Il1104111) POST-PURGE TIRE 1 MINNIN)	 rrG. P/fl
(1) Add i min	 min	 far each additional ft. o-: line hettiaeen the gas In eE
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRP MSER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I
	 MELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 14ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps5 to 199 Amps
-, 5 to 199 Amps
025	 423 021	 018 1010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LUEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Tigre 1-299 Sec
	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1299 Sec Time i-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
OD7	 a Oa
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM
QUALIFICATION POSITIOUS
N£LDEAS HAi+E
El HORIZONTAL 10 VERTICAL
STAMP
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE











g	 .015 Q.E. 0/814 QRT£
-°'- /--	 C	 1.329 gKGR.D/830 DATE


















BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
IHTERIIAL GAS	 ARG	 HEAD GAS	 AJ.G	 O.D. .250
FLOW CFH	 5+2	 FLOW CFH	 15+5	 WALL .035
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 141101IRM) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIRE I 14IR(MIN)	 POST-PURGE TIVE 1 '11 1'1 04110 	 FT G. P/R
(1) Add 1 min {min	 for each additional ft. F nine bettireen the gas inlet
and the joint to be Melded.
PROGRAMMER SETTI;IGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL I1 VELD LEVEL III
	
VELD LEVEL IV PULSE LORI
5 to 199 Arras	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
025	 023 021	 018 010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL iI LEVEL III
	
LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE




PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED




















`"'°'--'	 C 1.329 ENGR.D/830 DATE














SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-ODI 	 Sample 483 +25%
PURGE GAS	 K-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP 11-FAD TUBE DATA
INTERVAL GAS. ARG 31EAD GM
	
ARG 	 O.D. .250
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLO14 CFH	 151•5	 WALL -035
PIS-PURGE'TIIE 2 14111 MIii) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MI11) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIVE I MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME I 1iI"(MIN)	 FTG. P/3
(1) Add I min	 min	 for each additional ft. o, Tine between the gas in le,
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL 11 WELD LEVEL III
	 I-JELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 4o 199 Amps
D25	 023 j 021	
=018 Di6	 j
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV 'FINISH SLOPE
Tim 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time t-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Se..
007	 Cos^
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM
QUALIFICATIOX POSITIT-IS
^.^.;	 WELDERS NAME
PARIZONTAL	 ^ ^/ ^ VERTICAL
STAMP
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE











.A 800 MFG. D/8ZI DATE
T	 8'	 .015 Q.E. D/814 DATE
""—'—	 C	 1.329
ENGR.01830 DATE




rvf%ffl. rLU Qv; "t:V.6.73
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SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #84 +30%
X -Ray Results:	 Accept
PURGE GAS
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERIaAC GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG 	 U.D. 0.250
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15+5	 WALL •035
PRE-PURGE TII'Z
	
2 14IMMIN )(1) PRE-PURGE TI14E 15 SEC( IIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 1 Mlt0I'*0 POST-PURGE TIME 1 "ItIOIN)	 FTG. P /Ri
(1) Add 1 min (min	 for each additional ft. ofTine between the gas inlet
and the	 joint to be welded.
PROGRAI•'.';ER SETTI NGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOM
5 to 199 Amos	 5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amos	 S to 199 A=s 5 to 199 Amps
1	 025	 023 021	 018 010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE










PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1	 to 9.9 Sec	 .1	 to 9.9 Sec	 .1	 to 9.9 Sec RPM








l...J	 t" ^L.J RADIOGRiPH ACCEPTA,YCE





L	 A	 800.! MFG. D/821 DATE
B	 .015 Q.E.	 0/814 DATE
^—	 C	 1'329	
ENGR.D/830_ DATE
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SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE
	
TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #85 +25%
PURGE GAS	
X"Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS
	
ARG	 O.D. 0.250
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15+5	 WALL -035
PRE-PURGE TIRE 2 t414(MI11)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME lS SEC("11H)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TI 10El '111N (MIN ) POST-PURGE TIMEl 41UNIN)	 FTG- P /N
(1) Add 1 min [m n	 fnr each additional ft. of'h ne between the gas in eL
and the joint to be :gelded.
PROGRAMMER SETTI;tGS
MELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL 1V PULSE L'u1
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
Q25	 023 021	 OI8 0]'?
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPL
Time 1-299 Set	 'iime 1-299 Sec Time 1-•299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
F_.	 Q05 00
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED









































A[. WSION LrTYLfi PAGE
14 of 14




SACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERVAL GAS	 ARG	 HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. .250
FLOW CFH	 5+2	 FLOW CFH	 15 .5	 WALL -435
PRE-PURGE TIhiE 2 14I14(MIN) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME IS SEC( MIN )	 ALLOY
-
POST-PURGE TINE1 HIN(1N)	 POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/11
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. of Tine between the gas inlet




WELD LEVEL II MELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps
	 5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
025	 423
_j 0211 010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Tune 1-299 Sec	 'lime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
007
	 005 005 - I = J_	 CO-	 j
ROTATION
PULSE RICH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED













C A	 A	 4B0° MFG. 9/821 DATE	 ,_
B	 .015 Q.E. D/814 DATE --
^^	 C 1.324
ENGR.D/830 DATE












i1C ViSiON "FTLu PAGE
14 of 14
SPECIFICAT103 NIO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample 974 - 10%
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
PURGE GAS
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. .250
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CF!I	 15+5	 MALL .035
PRE-PURGE TI ME
- 
2 MIN ( MI N)(I) PRE-PURGE TIME IS SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TI,'-lEl M IN N ,[ ) POST-PURGE TIME 1 1INNINI)	 FTG. P/;i
(1) Add 1 min Fn	 for each additional ft. or Tine between the gas iniet
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMER SETTI;:GS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LU:•t
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
025	 023 OZi	 018 010
LEVEL I
	
LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1. 299 Sec .1	 to 5.9 Sec
007	 005 1	 009 4.0
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED

















C A	 A	 80' MFG. O/821 DATE
3	 .015 Q.E. D/814 DATE
^ 8













SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001 Sample #75-15%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP BEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS.	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. .250
FLOW CFH	 5+2 PLOW CFH	 15+5	 WALL .035
PRE-PURGE TIILc 2 14INOMIRM) PRE-PURGE TIME IS SEC(MI N) 	 ALLOY
POS'1-PURGE TIME1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 win	 min	 for each additional ft. o!	 line between the gas inlet
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I
	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
025	 u23 421
	 b1B 010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL It LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec
	
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1 .299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
007	 Ob 005Ogg
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
	 DELAY HEAD SPEED












C ,4	 :A	 80- MFG. D/821 DATE
















WELDIIIG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS)
14PS Ho.




	 14 of 14
SPECIFICATION no. REVI5IOu. DATE TPS A/A 3i8-601 - Sample 975 -20%
PURGE GAS	 X-Ray Results: Accept
BACK-UP	 HEAD	 TUBE DATA
INTERNAL W . ARG	 HEAD GAS ARC	 0413._ .250
FLOW CFH 5+2	 FLOW CFH 15+5	 WALL .035.
PRE-PURGE TI14E 2 I4IP1(illil)(T) PRE-PURGE TIME T5 SE04111) ALLOY
POST-PURGE TINE1 MIN04IN)	 POST-PURGE TIME I MIN{MIN} FTG. P/N
(1) Add I min min i:or each additional ft.	 between the gas in let
and the Joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTI1dGS
1•IELD LEVEL I HELDLEVEL II WELD REVEL III WELD LEVEL IV	 PULSE LOW
,5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to I99 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps
025 023 021 O1$ 010	 ^
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
! Time 1-299 Sec	 Time




PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED



















# p	 FTG	 D	 .030 QUALITY CONTROL DATE
a STA14P
.<-^
z VISUAL REJECT LOP
00AM 3l1L-S•1 9EV, 5•T3
52
DATA SHEET
1/4" Increasing Shielding Gas
AUTOMATIC BUTTUELD




RF VJSIGN LETTER RAGE
14 of 14
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISIOU. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-DOI	 Sample #93 +5%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS.	 ARG HEAD GAS ARG	 Q.D. .250
FLOW CFH	 52 FLOW CFf9	 16	 WALL .035
PRE-PURGE TILL 2 MIUCHIN (1) ARE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIM2 1 MIN (1410 POST-PURGE TIME 	 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. PA
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 for each additional ft. o! line between the gas in et
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III
	
WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
OZ5	 023 OZI	 018 OlO
LEVEL I
	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1--299 SEC Time 1 =299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
O07	 005 00
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED











(Sketch)C A^ y APPROVALS:\	
.A	 80' MFG. 0/821 DATE









1/4" Increasing Shielding Gas
j
AuT(!'•mc 0UT1►iELD






SPECIFICATION GO. REVISIOt1. DATI:	 TPS A/A 328-001 Sample X94 +10w .
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTEREIAL GU.	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. .250	 - —
FLOW CM	 5+2 'FLO14 CFH	 17	 !FALL .035
PRE-PURGE ME 2 IfIEI(13IUM) PRE-PURGE TIME15 SE0,3I11) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME l V113MIN) POST-PURGE TIM 1 I 'fI#1 (MIN*	 FTG. P/,'l
(1) Add 1 min 15-5T—for each additional ft. a^	 7F1L 'i7%^„een the gas to ee
and t%e hint to be welded.
P120GRMER SETTENGS
WELD LEVEL I	 UELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LM
5 to 199 Auras
	
5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 159 Arrps 5 to 199 Amps
025	 023 021
	 018 010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE





PULSE HIC41 PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
	
























1/4" Increasing Shielding Gas
AU701-ATIC BUTIVELD






SPECIFICATIO.3 NO. REVISION.	 DATE	
TPS A/A 328-001
	 Sample 095 +20R
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
PURGE GAS






FLOW CFH	 5-+2	 FLOW CFA	 18	 WALL
•035
PRE-PURGE TI!•'B 2 I1II!{l1I:!)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME IS SEC(MIN)	 ALLoY
POST-PURGE TI,'•:E l !•1I;I(I-11N)	 POST-PURGE TIME 1 1IN(MIN)	 FTG. P/il
(1) Add 1 min (n;n	 for each additional ft.af"Tine hettjeen the gas iniec
and the joint to he welded.
PROGRA1,2-TR SETT?;:GS
FIELD LEVEL I	 HELD LEVEL II
	
(WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LGI:
5 to 199 Psras
	
5 to 199 Ames





	 LEVEL II	 LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec
	
'fimd	 1-299 Sec T'me 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
007	 005	 j	 009 4.0
ROTAT I Gt1
PULSE HIGH	 PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
	
















	 ^¢\	 A	 MFG. D/821U DATE.OIS










1/4" Increasing Shielding Gas
AUTOMATIC DUTRIF"LO






SPECIFICATION I10. REVISION. DATE	 TPS AIA 328-001	 Sample 996 +3G;
PURGE GAS	 %-Ray Results:	 Accept
RACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERVAL CAS. • ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.250
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 20	 WALL .038
PRE-PURGE TI1•>` 2 llii[(c1Iia)(1} PRE-PURGE TIME IS SECU-11t) 	 F.LLGY
POST-PURGE TIME 1 ,-ITN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add t min Fn—MT—for each additional ft. o -1Tne between the gas inlet
and the joint to be welded.
P.RCGRAMMER SETTINGS
YIELD LEVEL I	 HELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 [MELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps. 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
025	 023 02I	 018 OIO
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Tiree 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Tire 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sac
007	 005 QO5	 nn,
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
RPM
!.__.._u—
.1  to 9.9 Sec 
.[—ILL—j













C	 1.329T	 711- =: ^ N ENGR.0/830 DATE









1/4" Increasing Shielding Gas
AUIOMATIC BUII.ILLO




RE VIS I QN CCTTL It STAGE
14 of 14
SPECIFICATION NO. P.EVISION. DATE	 TPS t+/A 328-•001 	 Sample 997 +40N
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Reject L.O.F.
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERVAL GAS	 ARG	 HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. F250
GLOM CFH	 5+2	 FLOW CFH	 21	 WALL .035
PRE•-PURGE Tits 2 MUN(MIN M) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MI N) 	 ALLOY
P11ST-PURGE TI.1 1 ;1INQII'-)	 POST-PURGE TI"E 1 '1111(141N) 	 FTG. P/.±
(1) Add 1 min (F n	 for each additional ft. or	 7ne between the gas time:




WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 ;GELD LEVEL 1V PULSE L6:1




LEVEL I	 LEVEL It LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FIt1I5H SLOPE
Time 1-299 Se.:
	
'time 1-299 Sec 7 ,'m^e 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sae
007 05	 09 4_0
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
	
DELAY HEAD SPEED




El HORIZONTAL	 t^ VERTICAL 5T41PL^	 ^—""----^! RADiOfR;PH ACCEPTANCE






C A,,	 A	 80 0ii MFG. D/821 DATE
B	 .015 Q.E.  01814 DATE
C	 1.329
ENGR.D/S30 DATE-






1/4" Increasing Shielding Gas
AUTOMATIC 4UTILIELD




nr V151C" LLTTB11 i•ACk
14 of 14
SPECIFICATION 110. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample 498	 +50%
PURGE GAS	 X-Ray Results:	 Reject	 L.O.F
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERVAL GAS	 ARG HERD LAS AR5	 Q.D. .250
FLOW CFH
	
5-•2 FLOW CFH	 22	 WALL .035
PRE-PURGE TI11E 2 I1Ii1(tillil}(1} PRE--PURGE T114E IS SEC(11111)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIE^E1 +VlItl(14IN) POST-PURGE TIME I MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/R
(1) Add l min	 min	 for each additional ft. F- T ne between the gas in et
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMER SETTINGS.
WELD LEVEL I	 MELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 14ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to I99 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
025	 023 021 L_018 I010	 ,
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III
	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOP`
Time 1-294 Sec	 Tiire 1--299 Sec Time 1 =299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 5e-
007	 ^^ ^ •^
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
	 DELAY HEAD SPEED


























1/4" Increasing Shielding Gas
AUT014ATIC RUI nIELD





14 of 14I	 I	 I	 I	 I 1	 1
SPECIFICATION NO, REVISIOi. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001 Sample #99 +60%
PURGE GAS
	
X-Ray Results:	 Reject L.O.F
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. .250
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 24	 WALL .035
PRE-PURGE TI14E 2 MIN(MIN) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(141N) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME I MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 for each additional ft. o	 ine between the gas inlet
and the joint to be wielded.
PROGRAMMER SEMNGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOCI
5 to 199 Amps
	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
025	 OE3 021	 018 010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1 -299 Sec Time 1299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Se--
007 nq
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
















C '°\	 a4	 800 MFG. D/821 DATE
8	 .016' Q.E. D/814 DATE
T""'""—	 C	 1.329 ENGR. D/830 DATE
D	 F TG.	 D	 .030 QUALITY CONTROL DATE
5TA14P
VISUAL ACCEPT
Fo R/ MIG5.1 REV. 5.77
59
AUTOMATIC BUTTWELD




nF.W51ON LET 1411 PACE
14 of 14
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001 	 Sample X05 -•5%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTER11AL CAS.	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 D.D. .250
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOtI CFH	 14*	 WALL •035
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 14III(MIU (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIMIE1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MINWIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add T min	 min) for each additional ft. o• line between the gas in et
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
MELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL Ii WELD LEVEL III
	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps




	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1.299 Sec Time i-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Se:
007005 005	 009 4.0
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM
































1/4" Decreasing Shielding Gas
DATA STET
1/4" Decreasing Shielding Gas
AUTOMATIC BUTTWELD






SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample $87 -10%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS.	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. .250
FLOW CFH
	
5+2 FLOW CFH	 12 	WALL •035
PRE-PURGE TI1E 2 MIN (MIN ) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(l-1114)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME I MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/ii
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 far each additional_ ft. o'	 3ne between the gas to le f
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 ;MELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
025	 023 1 021	 "I[ =11,	 1
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 . LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1299 Sec Time i-299 Sec .i to 9.9 Sec
001	 005 00	 009 4.0
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SA
.1  to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec	 .1	 to 9.9 Sec RPM




















X030D QUALITY CONTROL .DATESTA14P
VISUAL ACCEPT
DATA SHEET
1/4 1' Decreasing Shielding Gas
AUT0I4ATIC BUTTWELD










BACK-UP BEAD TUBE DATA
INTERitAt GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. ..250
FLOC[ CFH	 5•r2 FLOW CFH	 15.5 11	 WALL • 035
PRE-PURGE TItfE 2 MIN(MI400 ) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIMEl 11IN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 1IN{MIN).	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min (—min— —for each additional ft. a1"'C ne"5etween the gas 1nieL
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LGIN
-5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
025	 023 O21	 018 010
 J
LEVEL I
	 LEVEL II LEVEL III
	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE




PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
	
DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM
L—so A I -	 ]	 I	 ng	 j I	 i r::]
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS^	 WELOEP,S NAME0 HORIZONTAL R VERTICAI. STAMP
---	 ^^^ RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE






C. A^	 A 80°
I
MFG. D/821 DATE










1/4" Decreasing Shielding Gas
c
AUTOMATIC QUTTUELD






SPECIFICATION 110. P.EVISION. DATE	 TP5 A/A 328-001	 Sample x'89 -•30%
PURGE GAS	
X«Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP	 . HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS.	 ARG HEAD CAS, ARG	 O.D. .250
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOR CFH	 - 9	 WALL .035	 r
PRE-PURGE TII4E 2 141R(MIN)(I) PRE-PURGE TIME7 5 SEC(141N)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIMEI MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 	 MIi1(MIN)	 FTG . P/14
(1) Add I min	 min	 for each additional ft. o- 	 ine between the gas inlet
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS _
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL 11 WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL. IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
OZ5	 023 021	 018	 1 1	 010	 1
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 -LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1299 Sec Time 1-299 Sac .1 to 9.9 See
007
	
005 005	 009 4.0
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED





-	 ^ RAQIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE
MACHINE E-20OT4 SIN






	 -A	 80° MFG. Dj821 DATE













WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS)
wPS t1n _








BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS.	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. .250
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLO14 CFH	 8	 WALL .035
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 14IN(Ml14)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN )	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TI1•Ei MINMIN) POST-PURGE TINE 1 MINNIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 for each additional ft. o- line between the gas inl et
and the	 joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
025	 023 021
	 018 E010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
007	 0 5 QQ
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
































SPECIFICATION (40. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sampl e #91 -60%
PURGE GAS	 X=Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERf1AL GAS. . ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.250
FLOW CFH	 54.2 FLOW CFH	 _ 6. 5	 WALL .035
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 MI101,	 0 ) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC041N) 	 ALLOY
PAST-PURGE TIME I MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 ;or each additional ft. of	 ine between the gas inle t
and the	 'pint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
MELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II MELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
025 L023j 023
	
j	 1	 018 [-010
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Tim 1-299 Sec
	
Time 1•-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec . 1 to 9.9 Sec
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED







HORIZONTAL [ /{ VERTICAL
STAMP
" °^ RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE




T 	 (Sketch) APPROVALS:
C A\	 ;A	 Boo MFG. 0/821 DATE
B'	 .015 Q.E. 01814 GATE
T	 C	 1 ' 329 ENGR.D/830 DATE





WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS)
WPS No.
DATA SHEET
1/4" Decreasing Shielding Gas
DATA SHEET
1/4" Decreasing Shielding Gas
AUTOMATIC BUTTWELD





I	 -I	 I	 I	 -	 I	 I
PACE
I --H 14 or 14—
SPECIFICATION 140. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 398-601 Sample #92 -70%
X-Ray Results: 	 AcceptPURGE GAS
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
IXTER14AL GAS . 	 ARG HEAP GAS
- 
AX	 O.D. .250
FLOW CFH _5+2 FLOW CFH.
	
5	 WALL •035
PRE-PURGE TIME  2 MIN OMIN)(1) PRE-PURGE T114E IS SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN( MIN ) POST-PURGE TIME1 MINWIN )	 FTG. P/14
(1) Add I min (min) for each additional ft. o7	 line between the gas In 127C
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 14ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LGTW
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
L
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1 *-299 Sec Time 1-299 Snc .1 to 9.9 Sec
1	 007	 j 005	 ] J
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 
to 














C	 1.329 ENCR.D/830 DATE











14 of 14r	 I	 I	 I	 1
SPECIFICATION 110. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001 	 Sample #34 +5%
PURGE GAS 	 X-Ray Results:	 AcceptBACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTER1jAL GAS. 	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH .	 S_+2 FLOW CFH	 154.5	 WALL 0.109
PRE:-PURGE TII +I* 2 141101 i)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TINE 1 MIN(MIH) POST-PURGE TIME 1 14lN(MIN)	 FTG. PIN(1) Add 1 min
	
min	 for each additional ft. u , 	line between the gas tin eand the joint to be w0 ded.
PROGRAKAIER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I
	 WELD LEVEL II VZLD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps: 5 to 199'Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5.to 199 limps
078	 077 077	 076 042
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPETime 1-299 Sec 	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1 =299 Sec Time 1 -299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
OI8
ROTATIONPULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED




WELDERS NAE?E0 HORIZONTAL STAMP
 RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE
MACHINE E-20OT4 SIN	 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCEHEAD S/N	 1328 REPORT NUfMER
ELECTRODE
y (Sketch)	 APPROVALS:
C,	 A	 800 MFG. D1821 DATE
B. Q.E. D/814 DATE.
C	 1.073 ENGR.D/830 DATE
D	 FTG.	 D	 .020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE
STIR°












SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 326-001	 Sample #35 +10%
PURGE GAS	
Y-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15±5	 WALL 0.109
PRE.-PURGE TIi•:E 2 M1I101,0 0 ) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MI N) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN M N )N) POST •-PURGE TIME 1 11,101N)	 FTG. P/ii
(1) Add 1 min (Wn—	for each additional ft. or l ine between the gas" nTet
and-the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
FIELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE L0:•:
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
081	 08O 080
	 079 042
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
018	 LJ
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec	 to 9.9 Sec	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM
i












	A	 60° MFG. D/821 DATE
B	 •010 Q.E. 0/814 DATE
^—	 C 1.073 ENGR.D/830 DATE
D	 F TG	 D	 -020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE
STAMP























WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS)
WS 110.
MF•r rIUMEFFt	 nrVIS1dN I.CTTESt	 t`11nc
MPP-LO-0001
	 11 of 14
t
SPECIFICATION RO. REVISIOU 	 DATE	 TPS A/A 328-0171 Sample #36 -4 Amps
Below +10% Level
PURGE GAS	 X"Ray Ru sluts: Accept
BACK-UP	 HEAD	 TUBE DATA
IRTERNAL GAS — ARG	 HEAD MS ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH 5+2	 FLOU CFH 1 5-'S	WALL 0.105
PRE-eURGE TIIJ-: 2 MIII(,1II4)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 1 5 SEC(MII1) ALLOY
POST-PURGE TINE 1 MIN(MIN)	 POST -PURGE TINE 1 h1III(MIN) FTG. P/II
(1) Add I min min for each additional fit. o* line between the gas inlet
and the Joint to he welded.
MELD LEVEL I 14ELD LEVEL II
rauulVlpirem or 1111fuJ
 _
WELD LEVEL III 	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LO:!
5 to 199 Amp s
417
5 to 199 Amps
076
5 to 199 Amps
0176
5 tD 199 AMPS
L 075




LEVEL II	 LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV
Time 1-'299 Sec Time 1=299 Sec Time 1-299 Sac
FIUISH SLOPE
.1 to 9.9 See
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
ROTATION
DELAY BEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
—





















SPECIFICATIOPI NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Samole 937 -6 Amps
Below +10: Level
PURGE GAS	 X-Ray Results: 	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS.	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5+2	 '_ FLOW CFH	 15+5	 WALL 0.109
PRE-PURGE TIPS 2 MI110MI10(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC ( MIN)	 ALLOY
POST--PURGE TI14E i MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add i min	 min	 for each additional ft. o= Tine between the gas ;niec
and the joint to be melded.
PROGRAMIAIER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 14ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOCI
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
075	 074 074	 073 042
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Tina 1 •-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1=249 Sec Time i»299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
ROTATI Oil
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED









MACHINE E-20OT4 S/Y	 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE





A	 800 MFG. D/821 DATE
B	 .010 Q.E. 0/814 GATE
C	 1.073 ENGR. D/830 DATE
!I? F TG.	 0	 '020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE
' SFAIiP
ACCEPT













SPFCIFT'.ATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328 .001	 Sample f10 -5x
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERVAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLO14 CFH	 15+5	 WALL 0.109
PILE-PURGE TIRE 2 MINWIt0( 1) PRE-PURGE TIME I5 SEC(?IIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME I .4IN(MItl) POST-PURGE TIME 1 '01(14IN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min (MAT-for each additional ft- of line the gas inlet
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTl.3G5
MELD LEVEL i	 HELD LEVEL I1 MELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
070	 069 069
	 068 042
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-2,99 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
018
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED











C A	 A	 800 MFG. 0/821 DATE











AUTO FUITI C ' ©UTT(1fL'b
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5PECIFICATIOtI NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #11 -10
PURGE GAS	 X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERVAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 0. D.. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5-+2 FLOW CFH	 75+5	 WALL .109
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 MIN(MIEI) (1) PRE-PURGE TIi1E 15 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
-
POST-PURGE TIME 1 MINNIN) POST-PURGE TIME I MINMIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min CFO	 for each additional ft. of linebetween the gas inier
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAM,'-,ER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 HELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 VELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOii
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 S to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
067	 066 066	 065 042
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
018	 F Q17 01 r,	 I	 I--- M 7— 9
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 	 .i to 9.9 Sec RPM












C	 A	 800 MFG. D/821 DATE
B
.
	.010 Q.E. p/814 DATE
^"	 C 1.073 ENGR.D/830 DATE
p




















BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS-	
ARG
HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOSS CFH
	
_ 5±2 FLO14 CFH	 15+5 _	 --	 WALL 0.109
PRE-PURGE TISL 2 MIN(MIN)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MI N)' ALLOY
POST-PURGE TINE1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 	 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 for each additional ft. o•	ine between the gas inlet
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
HELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOS!




LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IY FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
0I8	 0I7 OIfi	 017
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOU	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec
0.2
.1	 to 9.9 Sec	 .l	 to 9.9 Sec
Q.1
	 1	 3.6	 J
RPM
1	 1. (1() __:]
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS
WELDERS NAME0 HORIZONTAL 1z VERTICAL STAMPRADIOGRAPFI ACCEPTANCE


















D	 .020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE_
STAI4P
VISUAL REJECT LOP
- 7+1SR.C.1 RFV S.73
73
AUTOMATIC 91UTT14IELD






SPECIFICATION 110. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample 013 -20%
A-Ray Results:	 Reject LOP
PURGE GAS
BACKUP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS-	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15"5	 WALL 0.109
PRE-PURGE TI14E 2 MIN(11Iii }(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC041N)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TINE-1 MIN(141N)	 'POST-PURGE TIMEI MINNIN)	 FTG. P/R
(1) Add 1 minmin	 for each additional ft. o •	line,between the gas inlet
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WIELD LEVEL Ii WELD LEVEL III	 MELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW





LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
018	 017 016	 017 9,9
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec
0.2
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SPECIFICATION 110. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001 	 Sample k14
X-Ray Results:	 Reject LOP
PURGE GAS






FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15:5	 WALL
0.109
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 14IN(MIR) (I) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SECOMIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIt1E 1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add I min (min) for each additional ft. ^e between the gas in e
and the	 joint to he welded.
PROGRAM14ER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL 11 WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 A.nps	 5 to 133 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
061	 060 06O	 06G 042
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III
	
LEVEL :V FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec
	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1299 Sec Time i- 259 Sec 1 to 9.9 Sec
018	 017 01601- 9.3
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9^_ti Sac RPM
0.2 0.1 







MACHINE E-20OT4 S/N	 328






A MFG. D/621 DATE






TG,	 aF QUALITY CONTROL DATE_
STA14P
VISUAL REJECT LOP
















BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS-	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 Q.D. 0.750
FLOW CFR	 5+2 • FLOW CFH	 Uj	 WALL 0.109
PRE-PURGE TI1E 2 RIN(IMIN) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 	 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN) 	 FTG. P/..4
(1) Add 1 minmin	 `or each additional ft. o'	 the between the gas inlet
and the
	 Joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 W9LD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
063	 068 062	 062 042
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Tine 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1 . 299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
018	 017	 1
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED















































SPECIFICATION 110. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #16
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Reject LOP
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS-	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15+5	 WALL
PRE-PURGE TI14E 2 MIN(MIi• M) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN) 	 ALLOY
P05T-PURGE TIME 	 MIN (MIN). POST-PURGE TIME 	 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/14
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 for each additional ft. `o— Tine between the gas inlet




W+ LD LEVEL 11 WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to i99 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
Ofi5	 064 064
	 064 1	 042	 '
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE




PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec	 .1	 to 9.9 Sec RPM
0.2 0.1
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS
WELDERS NAMEQ HORIZONTAL 9 VERTICAL STAMPRADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE































BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS,	
RRG
HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.150
..FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 154.5	 WALL
0.109
ME-PURGE TILL 2 MIN(MIN)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME IS SEC( MIN )	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIRE 1 1 .1IPI(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN) 	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 for each additional ft. o- line between the gas Me t
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAK4ER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I
	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
074	 073 073	 072 042
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1 =299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .] to 9.9 Sec
016	 017 Qlb	 017 9.4
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED




HOR17ONTAL 7 VERTICAL	 WELDERS NAt1E STAMPRADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE
MACHINE E-20074 SIN 	 3













^ - I:NGR.O/830 DATE
.020

















BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERVAL GAS-	 ARG READ GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5*2 FLOW CFH	 1 5{'5 _	 WALL 0.109
ARE-PURGE TI« 2 10 1 ( MI4 ( 1 ) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(11IN) POST-PURGE TINE 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/il
(1) Add 1 min yin	 .or each additional ft. o•	 l i ne bet%veen the gas inlet —"-"
and the	 joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
074
	 073 073	 072 042
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time l L299 Set Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
X 18	 017 016	 017 9.9
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED






































_. AUTOMATIC OUTTWELD .








SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE.	 TPS A/A .328-001	 Sample #48 +15%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 .. ARG . HEAD GAS	 :ARG..	 O.D. 0.750.
I FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH
	
. 15--5	 WALL 0. 109
PRE-PURGE TIME . 2 14I11NI'4 0) PRE-PURGE TIM 15 SEC(MIN)' 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIi ,1El MIN(MIP1) POST-PURGE TIME 1 'iIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/;1-
(1) Add l min (—m';n) for each additional ft. of 	 ine between the , gas inlet
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRANU'^IR SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 'WELD LEVEL: IV PULSE LO,d




LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 'lime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
018	 017 F-7,16	 ^17
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
	















C A A	 800 MFG. D/821 DATE.
$	 .010
,,^^ Q. E • D/814 DATE
1	
C	 1.073 ENGR.D/830 DATE
Q	 F TG.
	




















SACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS-
	 ARG HERD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15+5 ' 	 WALL 0.109
PRE-PURGE TIMEr 2 MIN MIN (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEQMIH) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIMIE1 -MINMIN) POST-PURGE TIME 	 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/W
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 far each additional ft. o'	 Znu between the gas in w t
and the joint to be welded.
Pi(OGRAMMER SETTINGS
HELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL IT. LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 tf,
 199 Amps ', 'i 199'Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
073 073	 072
-]	 I	 I F
074	 042
—LEVEL I	 LEVEL I1 LEVEL III
	
LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Ticse 1-299 Sec Time I L299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
018	 017 OIfi	 Qll 9.9
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED









HORIZONTAL zVE 71 CA:
STAMP;
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE
MACHINE E-20OT4 S/N	 328	




C '	 4	 8" MFG. D/821 DATE
.10a	 0 Q.E. D/814 DATE
C	 1.073
EhlGR.D/830 DATE
D	 F'TG.	 D	 020 QUP,LITY CONTROL DATE
5TAr4P
VISUAL ACCEPT
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SPECIFICATI011 40. REVISION.
r




BACK-U? HEAD TUBE DATA
1KTER11AL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH
	
5+2 FLOW CFH	 15+5	 WALL 0.109
PRE-PURGE TIRE 2 11I1141I:1)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME IS SECONIU)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TI1-:E1 :1I1(P1Iii) POST-PURGE TIME I 1INVAIU)	 FTG. P/.1
(.1) Add 1 inin (Fin) for each additional ft. of e'between the gas InTei`-`W
and the joint tc be welded.
PROGRAMM ER SETTI;1GS
MELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III
	
GELD LEVEL IV PULSE LGN
5 to 199 Ads	 5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
074
	 073 __]073	 072 042
LEVEL I
	 LEVEL 11 LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 'lime 1-299 Sec Tire 1-299 Sec Tire 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
018	 017 015	 OI7 9.9
ROTATION
PULSE 1413H PULSE L014
	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9. 11 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec	 .1	 to 9.9 Sec RPM
3.6
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS
WELDERS 11ArlE0 HORIZONTAL ® VERTICAL STAMPR.ADIOGR.aPH ACCEPTANCE












*^ Q.E. D/814 DATE
1.47 3
C	 1.07 ENGR.Ol830 DATE










3/4 11 Increasing RPM
AUTOMATIC OUTTUELD
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SACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
IHTERI{AL GAS-	 ARG HEAD GAS ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5t2 FLOW CFH	 15.5	 MALL 0.109	 r
PEE-PURGE THE 2 I4I il{M14)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME` S SEC(I4111)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIVE I Mlh(I4I14) POST-PURGE TIME I Oltl(01N)	 FTG. P/H
(1) Add 1 min► min	 11r each additional ft. o= Tine between the gas inlet
and the joint to be gelded.	 .
PROGRAN OTR SETTINGS
YIELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
074	 073 073	 0'» 042
LEVEL I	 LEVEL I1 LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE





PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
	
DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec ..1 too 9.9 Sac	 .1	 to 9.9 Sec RPM















CA	 80° MFG. D/821 DATE




0	 .020D	 F TG.
	
















SPECIFICATION GO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample 152 +35%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS-	 A RG HEAT} GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5,r2 FLOW CFI_	 15.5	 WALL 0.149
PRE-PURGE TILE 2 141110000) PRE-PURGE TIME i5 SEC (l-11 11 )	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIVE I MINNN) POST-PURGE TIRE l MIN ( MIX )	 FTG. FBI
(1) Add I min	 m-1	 nor each additional ft. o-	 zne between the gasinFe_f
and the_ joint to be welded. . ---•--
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
—
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
074	 073 073	 072 042
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 S ;±c Time 1299 Sec Time 1-•299 Sec .] to 9.3 Sec




PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED













C E'►	 A	 800 MFG. D/821 DATE
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BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
IRTER11AL GAS-	 ARG HEAD GAS	 RRG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLGN CFH	 15+5	 WALL 0.109
PRE-PURGE TIRZ_ 2 M1 10111 )(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(E4IN1 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE T11 .1 1 -1INWIN) POST-PURGE TIN2 1 f-IIII(MIN)	 FTG. P/7
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 nor each additional frt. o'	 line bettiieen the gas in ec
and the joint to be welded.
_ PROGRAb!fER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
074	 073 073	 072 j 042
LEVEL I
	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1 =299 Sec Time i-Z99 Sec .]	 to 9.9 Sec
018	 017 016	 017 a
ROTA 101)
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED

















.A	 80° MFG. D/821 DATE
ti	 .010
^ Q.E. 0/814 GATE
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SPECIFICATION 110. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001 	 Sample .254 +337.
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results: 	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTT:RNAL GAS•	
ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH _ _ 5 2 FLO'U CFO	 15+5	 WALL 0.109
PRE-PURGE TILL 2 NIitNIRM) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TINEI MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME I 1•lIN(l'IIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 for each additional ft. o- Tine between the gas in ler
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 14ELD LEVEL Ill PULSE LOW
5 to 199 amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
074	 073 073	 t	 072 042
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL Ili	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Titmpe 1-249 Sec Time 1 =299 Set Time 1-299 Sec .l to 9.9 Sec
018	 017 016	 017 9
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec	 .1	 to 9.9 Sec RPM
L_O_- 2J Q.1	 3.6	 j 33
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS
WELDERS HAI•?E
Ej HORIZONTAL	 VERTICAL STAMP—"r
=
v f
+	 ^ RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE













B.	 .010 Q.E. 0/814 GATE^^
E	
C	 1.073 ENGR.0/830. DATE
FTG.	 D	 020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE
STAMP
REJECT LOP





















INTEP14AL GAS-	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O . D. 0.750	 ^.
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15'5	 WALL 0.109
PRE-PURGE TI1'1G
	
2 14111011114) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SE C-0-11 11)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TI1,11 ^,MIN0,1IN) POST-PURGE TIRE 1 211ti(MIN) 	 FTG. P/N
mi(1) Add 1 min	 n	 for each additional ft. o• 	ine'between the gas inlet
and the 'oint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
W'EL'D LEVEL I 	 14ELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL. III	 14ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
074	 073 073
	 072
_J r	 042	 }
LEVEL I
	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1 = 299 Sec Time i -299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
018	 O1T 016
	 017
	 1 L	 1^
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec . 1 	 to 9.9 Sec	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM
0.2 0. I  = I	 1.?q :]
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS
WELDERS "?AIdE0 HORIZONTAL 	 VERTICAL STAMPI.`!..I RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE




















WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS)
WPS No.
MPPNV&IBER
- - P - --- -
	
REVISION LLTUR	 PACEF4PP-LO-0001
	 4 of 14
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. 	 DATE	 TPS A/A 328. 001 Sample 956 -5%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results: Accept
BACK-UP	 HEAD	 TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS- ARG	 HEAD GAS ARG:	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH 5+2	 FLOW CFH Mj _	 WALL 0. 109	 r
PRE-PURGE TIf4< 2 MIN(MIN) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME IS SEC(MIN) ALLOY
POST-PURGE 7I1•1E 1 MIN(14IN) 	 POST-PURGE TIME I !• IN MIN) FTG. P/N
(1) Add I min min for each additional ft. o•l tine between the gas in e
and the joint to be welded.
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW




LEVEL I	 LEVEL II
	 LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV	 FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time i :. 299 Sec Time 1-259 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
018	 0I7	 016	 017	 9.9
ROTATION
	
PULSE HIGH	 PULSE LOW	 DELAY	 HEAD SPEED
	
.1 to 9,9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
	 RPM














C	 A 80'	 MFG. D/821
	 DATE
B	 .010



















Ri' V ISION LkT TEiI
- of 14
5J





BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTEMAL GAS-	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750	 _.^..
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLO14 CFR	 15 •!•5 .__ 	 14ALL 0.109
PRE-PURGE TIfflE 2 141110Mlf• M) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIRE I Mltl(MIN) POST-PURGE TII .1E 1 111UNIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add I min	 min	 for each additional ft. a• "fine between the-gas in e
and the joint to he welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
MELD LEVEL I	 14ELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
074	 073 Ol3 L 072 042
LEVEL. I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FI;LISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time s-259 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
018
	 017 016	 017 9.9
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .l to 9.9 Sec	 .1l to 9.9 See RPM
2J 1	 D.1	 [ - ._3.._6..-^1 L	 0.20
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS
WELDERS NAME0 HORIZONTAL 10 VERTICAL STAMP
• RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE
































AUTOMA i iC 4u i T4IELD




RI•_V7$ION LE T IE11 PAGE
14 of 14
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #58
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
PURGE GAS
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS,	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG 	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15+5 	 WALL 0.109	
—
PRE-PURGE TIME' 2 MIN(MIH)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(I4IN) 	 ALLOY-
POST-PURGE TIPT I MIN (MIN ) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIWMIN)	 FTS. P/N
(1) Add i min	 min	 for each additional ft. o •	ine between 0e gas inlet
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
074	 073 073	 072 042
LEVEL I	 LEVEL iI LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
018	 017 036	 017 4
ROTATION'
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED




11 14ORIZONTAL © VERTICAL RAgIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE






























SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #59 -1%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTER14AL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFR	 15+5	 WALL 0.109
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 MIN(M111){1) PRE-PURGE TIML 15 5ECO34I 11) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 1 :INWIN) POST-P'1RGE TIRE l '11H(MIN)	 FTG. P /N
(1) Add 1 min Win-T 	 for each addit-,nal ft. of	 ine between the gas inlet
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAM10 SETTI,;GS
WELD LEVEL I
	 WELD LEVEL II HELD LEVEL III	 JELD LEVEL IV PULSE LO'.•I
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 S to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
074	 073 073	 j 042
LEVEL I	 LEVEL 11 LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec
	
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
1118	 017 016	 01z
ROTATION
PULSc HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec	 .1	 to 9.9 Sec0.1] RPML-0,21 1 3,^ o
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS
YIELDERS NAMEq HORIZONTAL 10 VERTICAL STAMPRADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE




(Sketch)	 APPROVALS:C A^—\	 A	 80' MFG. D/821 DATE
^_	









3/4" Increasing Shielding Gas
AUTOMATIC BUTTWELD




f15	 sm" LETTEie PAGE
14 of 14
SPECIFICATION 1,10. REVISION- DATE	 TP5 A A A 328-001	 Sample #111 +5%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS-	 ARG HEAD GAS_ ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CF'ri 16	 WALL -109
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 1-111 NI,0 0) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TI1E 1 -MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 vin	 min	 for each additional ft. 771 	 between the gas inIei
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTICGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
1	 074	 073 073	 072 042
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1 =299 Sec Time i-279 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
018 0171 1	 016	 017 4.9
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM













C A	 -A	 80°
MFG. D/821 DATE\\`
B	 .010 Q.E. 0/814 DATE
__15










3/4" Increasing Shielding Gas
AUTOMATIC BUTTWELD




Ar.vt5 ]ON LETTtic PAGE
14 of 14
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE_	 TPS A/A 328-001




BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. .750
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 17	 WALL .109
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 MIUMI;1) (1) PRE-PURGE TINE 15 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME l !411(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 1IN(MIN)	 FTG. P/;,'
(1) Add l min
	 m.n	 for each additional ft. F	 ine between the gas	 inlet
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTI;IGS
WELD LEVEL I	 MELD LEVEL II 4.".LD LEVEL III 	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LO:d
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amos 5 co 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5	 to 199 A.T.-)s
074	 073 013
	 072 042
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
^L I____{► 	 L^
ROT Al ION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1	 to 9.9 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec	 .1	 to 9.9 Sec RPM
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS
WELDERS NAME
q HORIZONTAL 21 VERTICAL
STAMP
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE






-	 A 82° MFG. D/821 DATE
'^	 8	 .010 Q.E.	 0/814 DATE
E	
C_	 1.073 ENGR.D/830 DATE





3/4" Increasing Shielding Gas
-	 AUTOMATIC OUTTWELD
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BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS-	
ARG
HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5t2 FLOW CFH
	 1 8 	WALL '.109
PRE-PURGE T114E 2 M11101EI10 (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN) 	 ALLOY	 -
POST-PURGE TINE ] Mlli(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MINNIN) 	 FTC. P/N
(1) Add 1 min
	
min	 for each additional ft. o7 line between the gas inlet"




I4ELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
074	 073 073	 072 042
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec
	
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1499 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .] to 9.9 Sec
018
	 017 016	 037 9.4	
I
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED















G A	 -A	 80' MFG. 01821 DATE
B-	 .01a Q.E. D1814 DATE_
^B


























BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS-	
ARGG
BEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5}2 FLOW CFH	 __20	 WALL -109
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 MIN(MIN) (1) PRE -PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TI?4E1 MINNIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 for each additional ft. o- Tine bet3veen the gas inlet
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL 'III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
074
	 073 073	 072 042	
J
LEVEL I	 LEVEL TI LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
Oi8	 017 OI6	 017
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED






















.020 .D FTG•	 D QUALITY CONTROL DATE__
REJECT CONCAVITY	
STAI4P







SPECIFICATION 110. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #115 +20%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Reject L.O.P.










5-F2 FLOW CFH	 18	 MALL -109
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 MIN(MIN) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(f'TIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIVIEI MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/,i
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 for each additional ft. T—Tine between the gas in e
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WED LEVEL III
	
WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW




LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1 299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sac
018
	 017
	 J 016	 017
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
	 DELAY HEAD SPEED















C .{	 A	 80° MFG. D/821 DATE











3/4" Increasing Shielding Gas
AUTOMATIC BUTTWE LD	 —
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS)
DATA SHEET
3/4" Increasing Shielding Gas
AUTOtKTIC BUTTWELD
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS)
WPS fin








BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INT1ER11AL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH .	 17	 WALL .109
PRE-PURGE TIRE 2 I•IIII(MIil)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(IMI N) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TII .1E 1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/ii
(1) Add 1 min ^,n	 for each additional. ft. of the gas infer
and the joint to be yielded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I
	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III
	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE Lr",)
S to 199 Props	 5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
074
	 073 1	 073	 fl72 fl¢2
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II • LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-259 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
018	 017 015	 017 a
• ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec . 1
 to 9.9 Sec	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM
Q.2
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS




AhCHINE E-20OT4 SIN 	 328
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE




A	 Sa' MFG. D/821 DATE
g	 .010 Q.E. D/814 DATE
C .	 1.073 i~NGR. 0/830 U!'+TE






3/4" Increasing Shielding Gas
AUTOMATIC 81MWELD





REVISION LE MR PACE
14 of 14LID
SPECIFICATION N0. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001,	 Sample 9117 +5%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results: Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS-	 ARG HEAD GA5	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 16	 WALL .109
PRE-PURGE TI1L
	
2 tdlN(ti11i[)(1} PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TINEI MIHMIN) POST-PURGE TIME 	 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/11
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 for each additional ft. oi	 line between the gas in et
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 'WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to I99 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
074
	 073 073	 072 042	 1
LEVEL I	 LEVEL 11 LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE




PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
	 .1	 to 9.9 Sec RPM
0.2
0.1




HORIZONTAL 7 VERTICAL STAMPI RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE



































BACK-UP HEAD 'TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS-	 ARG HEAD GAS	 POIG	 O.A. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFk—	 SHALL 0.109
PRE-PURGE TI14E 2 MIUNIN (1) PRE-PURGE TI14E1 5 SEC(14I11) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TI10,E1 MIN(14IN) POST-PURGE TI14E 1 14IN(MIN)	 FTG. P/a
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 .or each additional ft. o'	 Yne'bebveen the gas is e
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAM14ER SETTINGS
UELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III
	 14ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps	 5 to 199 Amps S to 199 Amps
074	 073 L 073	 072 042
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec
	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1299 sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
018	 017 016	 017
-..
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOU	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec







-	 ' RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE





- -	 REPORT NUMBER
ELECTRODE
~mow	 (Sketch) APPROVALS:











3J4 11 Decreasing Shiel ding Gas
AUTOMATIC BUTTWE0





I	 I	 I	 I	 I
PAGE
I	 H 14 of 14




BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 _.	 __- 13 	14ALL 0.109
0
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 MIN(MV00) PRE-PURGE TIME IS SEC(IMIN) 	 ALLOY
POST- PURGE TIME 1 	 tiri(rdiriy POST-PURGE TB•iE I '• N(MIN)	 FG. P/;i
(1) Add 1 min (mtn 	 for each additional ft. -F-line between the gas	 tinict
and the	 joint to be welded.
PROGRAMINIER SETTIi.,GS
WELD LEVEL I	 HELD LEVEL II 'WELD LEVEL III 	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE L011
5 to 199 Props
	
5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
074
	 073 073	 072 042
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Tim 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sac
OIa	 017 016	 0.17 - L	 9.9-
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE L014	 DELAY HEAD SPEED




ID HORIZONTAL 2/ VERTICAL STAMP
ii ^^..	 11 RADIOGRIPH ACCEPTAACE






C A\	 A 800 MFG. D/821 DATE
8	 .010










3/4" Decreasing Shielding Gas
.
AUTOMATIC DUTTUE:LD










BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTEPJIAL GAS-	
ARG
HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 0.750
FLOW CFH	 5+2	 _' FLOW CFH	 15:x•5	 WALL 0.109
PRE-PURGE TIILr 2 MIN(MIN)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME] MIII(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME I MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/tI
(I) Add I min	 min	 ;or each additional ft. o, line between the gasialet
end the join t to be welded.
PROGRAbUIER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 'WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL. IV PULSE LOW





LEVEL I	 LEVEL 11 LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 SEC	 Time 1-299 Sec Time IL299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Ser_
QIB	 017 018
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY 'HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec	 .1	 to 9.9 Sec RPM


























F TG.	 0 DUALITY CONTROL DATE
ST 7—
ACCEPT MINIMAL CONCAVITY .











i1R VISION LETTE" PACE
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SPECIFICATION 110. REVISION. DATE	 TFS A/A 328-001	 Sample J24 +10%
PURGE GAS	 X-
Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP BEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS- READ GAS	 O.D. 1.500
FL OW CFH	 5'E2 FLOW CFH	 1Si'S
	14ALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TIhL 2 (4111011N)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME1 5 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
-
POST-PURGE TIME l MIN(MIN) POST- `JRGE TINE I MINNIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add I min	 min
	
for each additional ft. of Me between the gas inter,
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III
	
WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps	 5 to 709 Amps 5 to 399 Amps
102	 101 198	 90 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
.1 to 9.9 Sec
OQ9	 012






PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY BEAD SPEED













C:	 A	 800 MFG. D/BZ1 DATE_
8 • 	





.020TG. QUALITY CONTROL DATE
STA14P










FIE V,S,ON LCrnsi PAGE
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SPECIFICATION 110. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample 125 +5%
PURGE GAS
	
X-R a' Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARC	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH
	
5+2 FLOW CFH	 15+5	 WALL 049
PRE-PURGE TI11E 2 14I11 01I11 )(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 1 5 SEC(MIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIMEI MIN(MIN)	 • POST-PURGE TIME 	 1IN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add l min (Min) for each additional ft.o75"ne between the gas 1nieL
and the joint to be welded.
_ PROGRA11MER SETTI +GS
WELD LEVEL !	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 IVELD LEVEL IV PULSE LO?d
5 to 199 Pmmis
	 5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
098	 097 094	 09I 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III
	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec
	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time I-299 Sac .1	 to 9.9 Sec
009	 OI2 DI D
ROTATION
PULSE HIGHH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
	 .1	 to 9.9 Sac RPM
QUALIFICATIO,Y POSITIONS
WELDERS NAME
HORIZONTAL 7 VERTICAL STAMPRADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE





C .4\	 A 080 MFG, D/821 DATE
g	 .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE
C	 1.270 ENGR.D/830 DATE








Ar VISION LCTTLJi WAGE
14 of 14
SPECIFICATIOU 110. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample t25
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
PURGE GAS
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS
	 All HEAD GAS
	
ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5±2 FLOW CFH	 IS 5	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TINE 2 MINNIU)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 9EC(MIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 14IN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min (WnT for each additional ft. of line 	 the gas 1n—"
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTI IGS
WELD LEVEL I	 MELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOU
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
100	 G99 96	 94 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE




PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM





•	 ^--==----^^ RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE








C A^	 A 080° 14FG. D/821 DATE
B	 .015 Q.E. D/814 DATE
C	 1.270
ENGR.D/830 DATE
D	 FTG.	 0	 .020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE
STAl4P






	 1 1/2° Increasing Amps
DATA SHEET
1 1/2" Increasing Amps
AUTOMATIC BUTTUELO
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FLOW CFH	 5tz FLOW CFH	 151.5	 WALL .049
PRE-PURGE TII-L 2 M111011100) PRE-PURGE TIME 75 SEC(h1I11)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIi3c1 MINNIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 for each additional ft. a •	ine between the gas inlet
and the point to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
MELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL 11 WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
1O7	 lob 10Z	 100 038
LEVEL I
	
LEVEL II LEVEL III
	
LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Se: TimY 1=299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .i to 9.9 Sec
004	 r^ 012_j 009
	 01.0
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM

































BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
IHTERUAL GAS-	 ARG HEAD CAS	 ARG	 D.Q. 1.500
FLOW CFH
	
5t2 FLOW CFH	 1 5+5	 WALL .049
PRC-PURGE TILL 2 14111(1fl300) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(I-iIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TINE 	 MINWIN) POST-PURGE TIME I MINNIN)	 FTG. PIN
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 for each additional ft. o • 	ine bettiveen the gas 1`
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL I1 WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOS!
5 to 199 Amps
	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Alnps	 5 to 199 Amps 5
-
 to 199 Amps
112	 110 J 1O7	 104 038
LEVEL I
	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE




PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM
0.1 L I L,,n--j
QUALIFICATION POSITIC"^
WELDERS NAME0 HORIZONTAL 	 VERTICAL STAMPLv J.	 	 RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE






-A	 80° MFG. D/821 DATE





TG. QUALITY CONTROL PATE
IT17P'^—5T
VISUAL ACCEPT
^nrsw^ ^doc.cq RFV R•73
DATA SHEET
1 1/2" Increasing Amps
AUTOMATIC BUTTVIELO
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BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS
	
ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15+5	 WALL .049
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 MIN(MIAM ) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SECOMIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MINU1 1M)	 FTG. PIN
(1) Add 1 min F n	 for each additional ft. 0	 ine between the gas inter
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE L61,4
5 to 199 P.mas	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
I16	 1T2 IlI	 T09 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III
	
LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 lime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-294 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
009	 012 004010
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec	 .1	 to 9.9 Sec RPM















C A	 A	 080 MFG, D/821 DATE
g	 .015 Q.E. D/814 GATE
C	 1. 270
ENGR.D/830 DATE
D	 ff F 
TG.	 D
	 -020 QUALITY CONTROL GATEAI7P5T
VISUAL ACCEPT
DATA SHEET
1 1/2" Increasing Amps
}
AUTOMATIC BUTTWELD












SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #30 +30%
PURGE GAS	 X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA






PRE-PURGE T114E 2 MIN(MITI) (1) PRE-PURGE TIRE 15 SEC(NIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 	 MINNIN) POST-PURGE TIME l 11101N)	 F(G. P/II
, (1) Add 1 min (Emin	 far each additional ft. as	 Zne between the gas zniat
and the joint to be tirel.ded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
FIELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LGI
5 to 199 Amps
	
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 6 to 199 Amps S to 199 Amps
120	 I20 I16	 1I5 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
.1 to 9.9 Sec
009	 01
Time 1-299 Sec 'flim 1-299. Sec Time 1-299 .Sec Time 11-299 Sec
E._..J
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec :1 to 9.9 Sec
	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM
== 1= I	 I	 gn
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS
WELDERS NAt9E7 VERTICAL STAMPRADIOGRVH ACCEPTANCE









A 800 MFG. D/821. DATE
8	 .015- Q.E. D/614 DATE
F	 C1.270 .	 ENGR.D/830 BATE
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BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA






PRE-PURGE TIME 2 I1IiI(t1I;{)(]) PRE-.PURGE 7iME 15 SECO-11N) 	 ALLOY
PST-PURGE TINE 	 '11401IN) POST-PURGE TII1E 1 1INNIN)	 FTG. P/,1
(1) Add i min	 min	 far each additional ft. of Tine between the gas 3n ec
and the Joint to be welded.
PROGRAM u IER SETTI;IGS
HELD LEVEL I
	 1IELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 MELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 PJrps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 194 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
118	 118 J. 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III
	
LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 'iima 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
009 ^,airy-
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPED



















C `a'	 A	 800 MFG. D/821 DATE










t	 1 1/2" Increasing Amps
AUTOMATIC OUTTWF.LD




1 1 /2" Increasing Amps
AuTOI'1A7ICEJTn•IELD u	
_










BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS-	
ARG
HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500*
FLOW CFH	 5t2 FLOW CFH	 15+6	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 MINNIN)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME1 5 SEC(MIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TiME 1 MIN(MIN)	 F G. P/t{
(1) Add I min
	 min) for each additional ft. o' line bet-teen the gas to e
and the
	
joint to be krelded.
PROGRAV44ER SETTIVGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to I99 Amps
13.6	 116 112	 lIl 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE







PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
	
DELAY HEAD SPEED





WELDERS NAbIE0 HORIZONTAL	 VERTICAL STAMP
•	
1 ^:..1 RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE











B •	 .D15 Q.E. D/814 DATE
!3	 C	 lz7o











SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TP5 A/A 328-601	 Sample #33 -6 Amps of + 301
x-Ray Results:	 Accept
PURGE GAS
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS-	
ARG
HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOC! CFH	 5+2 FLOW CM	 1 54.5	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TI1 .1E 2 M111010)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TI1,1E1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME I MIN(MIN)	 FTS. P/N
(1) Add I min
	
min	 for each additional ft. o•	 ine between the gas inlet
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW





	 LEVE4. II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE




PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
















L MFG. D/821 DATE
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SPECIFICATIOfl110. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #1 -5%
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
PURGE GAS
BACK-VP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERIIAL GAS.,	 ARG NEAR GAS	 ARG 
	
0. D. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLO14 CFH	 15+5	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TI1C,  2 MIN(MIN)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY	 304 L
POST-PURGE TI!E1 -MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 	 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 minmin	 for each additional, ft. o•	 ine between the gas in eL
and the joint to he melded.
PROGRAKIER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I 	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LO11





LEVEL I	 LEVEL. II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec
	
Tim 1-299 Sec Time i = 299 Sec Time 1-299 Sac .1 to 9.9 Sac
009
	 012 009	 010 9.9
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED







MACHINE E-200T4 SIN	 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE
HERD SIX	




C A	 A	 800 MFG. 0/821 DATE
i	 B	 .015 Q.E. D/814 GATE





VISUAL ACCEPT 1 1/211
AUTOMATIC DUTTWELD






^PECIFICATIGN NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #2 -10%
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
-PURGE GAS
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INT04AL GAS.	 ' O HEAD GAS	 A`0	 O.D. 1.500	 --	 —.
FLOR CFH	 5+2	 - FLOW CFH	 15+5	 WALL 0.049.
PRE-PURGE TIME	 2 l4IE1(i1lil)(1) PRE-PURGE TIM0 5 SEC04I10 	 ALLOY 304L
POST-PURGE TI14EI MIN (MIN) POST-PURGE TIME I 14IN(MIN)	 FTG. PIN
(1) Add 7 min	 FWn	 f0 r each additional ft. of line between the gas Met
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAK4ER SETTIOGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 799 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
J_
084
	 083 080	 079 038
LEVEL. I	 LEVEL. II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
009	 012 009	 010 L	 9.9
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
	
DELAY HEAD SPEED


















L MFG 	 D/821 DATE
B	 .015 Q.E. Dl8I4 DATE
--°-°-^^	 C	 1.270 ENGR.D/830 DATE
D.	 FTG.	 D	 .020' QUALITY CONTROL DATE
STAMP
VISUAL ACCEPT 1 1/2"
113
DATA STET
















SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample R3 -15N
PURGE GAS	
%-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
IMRIIAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GA5 "RG	Q.D. 1.500
FLMI CFH
	
5+2 FLOW CFH	 15-x5	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TI34E 2 14IN(MIN) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
	
304L
POST-PURGE TIME i MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME I "IINWIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add i min {min	 for each additional ft. o	 ine between the gasi—" inlei
and the joint to be Melded.
PROGRAMUMER SETTI.IGS
WELD LEVEL I
	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOIN
5 to 199 Props	 5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amps	 S to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
079	 078 076	 074 1	 038
LEVEL. I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299
-





PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1














}	 ^r	 (Sketch)	 APPROVALS:
^\C A 	A	 800I MFG. D/821 DATE
Sir
	


















SPECIFICATION NO. REVISIOU. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #4 -20%
X-Ray Results:	 Reject L.Q.P.
PURGE GAS
BACK.-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTER11Al. GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500




PRE-PURGE TIME 2 M111011,0 01 PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SECO-1111) 	 ALLOY	 114L -
	
-	 -
POST-PURGE TINEI MINWIII) POST-PURGE TIME 	 4IN(MIN)	 FTG, PIN
(1) Add 1 min	 nin	 for each additional ft. or	 ine between the gas inier
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAfewMER SETT13GS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL iI WELD LEVEL IIi	 WELD LEVEL T V PULSE L^:1
5 to 199 Peas	 5 to 199 Amps. 5 to 193 Amos	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
074	 074 07I	 070 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FIIIISN SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Tire 1-299 Sac Tire I-G39 Sec Tifie 1-299 Sec .1	 `:, 9.. Sac
009	 012 00q	 010 9,3
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LCW	 DELAY HEAD 3PczD






HORIZONTAL 2 VERTICAL STAFIPRRDIOGR.APH ACCCP".A;ICE














D	 F TG.	 D	
. 020












1 1/2" Decreasing Amps
i
_	 AUTOMATIC BUTT41EL0
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BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	
ARG
HEAD GAS.	 ARG	 Q.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFR	 1 5+5	 WALL 0.049
PPE-PURGE TIME 2 MIN(hiIUM) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 	 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 1IN(MIN)	 FTG. PIN
(1) Add 1 min (Fr-'n) for each additional ft. ar rine between the gas inret
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRA11MER SETTI€NGS
VELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LG:l
5 to 199 Auras
	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
070 LL O-69-1 L067	 065 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III
	
LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
009
	 012 009	 I	 uiu	 -	 1
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE L014	 DELAY HEAD SPED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 	 .1	 to 9.9 Sec RPM














^y	 A 80' MFG. D/821 DATE












	 DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #6 -25% Repeat
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Reject LOP
BACK-UP	 HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG	 HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5+2	 FLOW CFH	 15+5	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 I1Ii1(Mlii) (1) PRE-PURGE TII4E 15 SEC011N)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(14 I11;	 POST-PURGE TIME 1 1IN(MIN)	 FTG. P/,1
(1) Add 1 min Fin	 far each additional ft. 7 Tfine between the gas inlet
and the 3oint to he welded.
PROGRAMS, ER SETTI,,=GS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II	 WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LG:!






LEVEL I	 LEVEL II	 LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 'lime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 SEC .1 to 9_3 Sec
I
I 	
Ifl09	 012	 009	 010- 9.
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH	 PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED


































1 1/2" Decreasing Amps
AtITOMATfe' DUTTWELD
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BACK--UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15 .5	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TII;E 2 14INMI-' )(i) PRE-PURGE TIME IS SEC(MIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE T It4E 1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 "1111(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
•(I) Add i min F n	 for each additional ft. of7ine between the gas iniez
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMI'MER SETT INIGS
WELD LEVEL I
	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Plrps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
072	 071 1	 069
	 067 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sac	 Yime 1-299 Sec-Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
009	 012 ^^	 Di 0
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED




n HORIZONTAL 7 VERTICAL
STAMP
^-^-•-^ RAOIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE






Cr .a	 A	 SO" MFG. D/821 DATE
_.— 	
.015 Q.E. D1814 DATE
C	 1.270
ENGR.D/830 DATE




1 1/2" Decreasing Amps
r AUTOM71C BUTTWELD










BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERIIAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW FH	 5+2	
------•
FLOW CFH	 15+5	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 14II1(M13 )(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(r4IN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE T11-Z 1 'el I?I(IdItI) POST-PURGE TIME 1 1IN(MIN)	 FTG. P/tr
(1) Add I min (mn -for each additional ft. of line between the gas i" er
and the	 'Dint to be ,Melded.
PROGRAI4P,ER SETTI;:GS
WILD LEVEL I
	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE Lv:d
5 to 199 Ar.ps 	 5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
E074]	 073 071
	 069 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
OQ4	 012 00 010 q
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
	 DELAY HEAD SPEED


























NOTE	 RUALITY CONTROL _ DATE
7I3X INDICATES ,IMINUTE STAI P
AREA NO DROP THRU.
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SPECIFICATION 110. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #9
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Reject LOP
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS,	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5±2 FLOW CFH	 15 5	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TItC Z MIN (MIi• W) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN) 	 ALLOY
POST--PURGE TI?•^ E 1 MIN0,11N) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add i min	 min	 for each additional ft. 577ine between the gas in er
and the Joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
MELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL 11 WELD LEVEL III
	
WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
076	 075 473	 071 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-R99 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec .l to 9.9 Sec
009	 4i2
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1^-299 Sec
009 uiy,	 .J ^+]
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED


















r	 .A	 80* MFG. D/821 DATE








471	 i.1 DATA SHEET
1 1/2" Decreasing Amps
AUTOMATIC BUTTWELO
WELDIIIG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS)
WPS Flo.
AUTOMATIC BUTTOELD






SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE
	
TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample 142-25% + 8__Amns
PURGE GAS	 X-Ray Results:	 Accept	 *
RACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERIIAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH
	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 1 5+5	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 MIN(MII) (1) 'PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 1 POST-PURGE TIME 1 'IINWIN)	 FTG. PIN
(1) Add l min (Emin	 for each additional ft. of	 ine between the gas in ez




WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps
	
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
018	 077 =075	 1	 073 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time  1-299 5- Sec Time 1 •-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sac .1 to 9.9 Sec
009	 1 J
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPIED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1











C A	 A80° MFG. D/821 DATE




D	 .020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE5TW
VISUAL ACCEPT
	 *BORDERLINE ON POROSITY
DATA SHEET






SPECIFICATION ri0. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #43 +5% RPM
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTER11AL GAS
	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH
	
5+2 FLOW CFH	 154.5	 WALL 0.049
,PRE--PURGE TIr-i~	 2 MIN (MIN) (l) PRE-PURGE TIMIE 15 SEC(MIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE 1`I4N£ 1 `IN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(Mlh)	 fir; , p /*N
(1) Add l fain	 min	 for each additional ft. w-Tine between the gas inlet
and the joint to be welded.
` PROGRAiIMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 MELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW••.,
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
093	 L...^092J 089	 067 038
LEVEL I..	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-•299 Sec	 Time. 1•-299 Sae Time 1-•299 Sec Tim- 1•-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
004	 012 004	 03.0 9.9
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED











C A	 •A	 -800 MFG. D/821 DATE _---













1 1/2" Increasi ng RPM
AUTOMATIC BUTTU ELD




I I/2" Increasing RPM
AUTOMATI C OUTTWELD












SACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERRAL GAS..	
ARG
HEAD GAS	 ARG	 D. 1..500
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15¢5	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TIKE 2 bilN(F1I E) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 1 5 SEW 01 )	 ALLOY_
POST-PURGE TIME 1 miu(mut) POST-PURGE TIME 1 14IN(MIN)	 FTG. PIN
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 for a-ach additional ft. •p-Iine- hetwEen the gas Me•
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SE tTINGS
hTLD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL IT WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
3 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 399 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
093	 a92 089	 a87 038
LEVEL I
	
LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time IL299 Sec Time 1-299 Set .1 to 9.9 Sec
004	 a12 009	 010 9.9
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
	
DELAY HEAD SPEED













A	 A	 800 MFG. D1821 DATE


















SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #45 +15%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL G'4.	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 6+2 FLOW CFH	 15+5	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 M111 X10) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME l tlIII0110 POST-PURGE TIME 1 MI(W-1I11 )	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add l min	 min	 for each additional ft. -o17i"ne-between the gas in e
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAM14ER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
093	 042 089	 0$7 [—:0:38
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE .
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec l to 9.9 Sec
oas	 Olz o4
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED



















AA	 804 MFG. D/821 DATE
w	 B-	 .015
Q.E. D/614 DRTE^^
T. --^`--	 C	 1.270 ENGR.D, 830 DATE
D	 F TG	 p	 .020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE%^^ STAMPVISUAL t-CCEPT
FO M3016-5-13016.5. 1 REV. 5,73
DATA SHEET
1 1/2" Increasing RPM
AUTOMATIC OUTTWELD






SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #6G +20%-
PURGE GAS	
R-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTER14AL CAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15_•5	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TIME .2 MIN(I'1I:1) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 10(14IN)	 FTG. P/II
(1) Add 1 min Rin	 for each additional ft. ot—Tine between the gas tin et
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAVUMER SETTI,'IGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III
	
WELD LEVEL 1V PULSE LQU
5 to 199 Asops	 5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
093	 092 089	 087	 1 1	 038	 j
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 'lime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
009	 fl12 009 2
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
	
DELAY HEAD SPEED































1 1/2" Increasing RPM
AUTOMATIC GUTTWELO	 -
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS)
WPS 11a.
IDATA SHEET
1 1/2" Increasing RPM
AUTOMh7IC BUTTI-00






SPECIFICATION RO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #61 +25%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results: 	 Accept
BACK-UP HERD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 p , D, 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15-5	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 1411141INW) PRE-PURGE T114E 15 SEC(140 } 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 1 t4I,'1( 10 POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min (m'1n	 for each additional ft, oT-rine between the gas ME
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
093
	 L 092 089	 087 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III
	
LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 11-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
009	 L_.012	 .l I	 010D 9.9
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM







-   RADIOGR.IPH ACCEPTANCE






A	 800 MFG. D/821 DATE











1 1/2" Increasing RPM[
AU70MATYC B UTTUELO




IIEVISION LCTTLH	 - PACE
14 of 141	 1
SPECIFICATIOii 140. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Samples #62 +30%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Reject L.O.P.
SACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 2.500
FLM1 CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15x•5	 WALL 0.049
PILE-PURGE TIME 2 I4IN011,00) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(IMIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 '4IN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min (m;n 	 -Far each additional ft. a	 ine between the gas iniez
and the Joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTIiIGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LD:I
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 bops 5 to 199 Amps
E093	 092 089	 087 088
LEVEL I	 LEVEL.. II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec
	 •lime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
009	 OI2 009	 OIO ^^
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
RPM
L. O.I
















A	 80' MFG. D/823 DATE
0	 .015 Q.E. D/814 DATE
C	 1.270
ENGR.D/630 DATE




REJECT LOP & WELD TOO HIGH
DATA SHEET
1 1/2" Increasing RPM
AUTOMATIC BUTTWELD




RMSION Lcr7 Lie PAOE
14 of 14
SPECIFICATION 110. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #63 +25%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Reject for L.O.P
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
IRTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5+2	 ^ FLO14 CFH	 T5+5	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TIRE 2 MIN(Mlif)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
-
POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN041 1) POST-PURGE TIME 1 `11N(MIN) 	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add l min (e_,n	 for each additional ft. or line between the gas iniez
and the 'oint to be welded.
PROGRAtuMER SETTI NGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III
	
WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOV
5 to 199 Pups	 5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
093
	
=092 OB9	 087 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Tim 1-299 Sec
	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1•-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sac
009
	 OI2 009I a
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 See 	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM
Q.1 J = LL-a^ I	 _I-or	 ^]
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS
WELDERS NAME
ID HORIZONTAL Q VERTICAL
STAMP
• RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE







^\	 (Sketch)	 APPROVALS:C A
	 A 80 MFG. D/821 DATE















1 1/2 1' Increasing RPM
AUTOMATIC BUTTWELD






FICV1510H LEYTL F4 PACE
14 of 14




BACK-UP HEAD i'USE DATA
INTERNAL GAS__ 	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 D.D.- 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5— +2 -_
FLOW CFH	 1 5+5	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE T I1, E 2 (411100) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 1S SEC(MIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 1IN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min (ME	 for each additional ft. o 7 ne between the gas in es
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTIi'IGS
WELD LEVEL 1	 UEL+7 LEVEL 11 WELD LEVEL III	 FIELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
043092 089	 087 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III
	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 'time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
L-00-9	 012 009
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPED




























1 1/2" Decreasing RPM
t
AUTOMATIC BUTTHELD
HELDIPIG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS)
WPS Nn.
1 pp 16JUJAaen ACVJSIONLETTER
P1^ 4"ofI   14
RECIFICATIO11 NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #65 -5%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
HACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS ,
ARC—
HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH
	
5+2 FLOW CFH	 15+5	 MALL 0.049
PPI-PURGE TI14E 2 1411 MI H )(I) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SECO311N) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIMEI MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME i MIN(MIN)	 FTG. PIN
(1) Add I min Fie
	
-For each additional ft. of Ti5e between the gas in et
and the - joint to be welded.
PROGRATfudER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
093	 092 089
	 087 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
009	 OI2
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
	 DELAY HEAD SPED
.1  to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM












C A	 A	 800 PTFG. D/821 DATE
B	 .015
^B Q.E. D/814 DATE
C	 1.270
ENGR.D/830 DATE
D	 F TG. I	 D	 . 020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE
`srAr^P
VISUAL ACCEPT





1 1/2" Decreasing RPM
AUTOMATIC DUTTWELD










BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5T2 FLOW CFH	 15.5	 14ALL .049
PRE-PURGE TIM'e 2 MINNINXI) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(+IIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME l "IIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add I min (W—in) for each additional ft. of	 ine between the gas inlet
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAh14£R SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I
	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III
	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to
-
199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
093	 092 089	 087 038
LEVEL I
	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec
	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
009
	 012 00	 (	 ,	 010
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec	 .1	 to 9.9 Sec RPM
0.1 0.1 J 1= E-1 - dd











A	 SO- MFG. D/821 DATE












1 1/2 1' Decreasing RPM
AUTOMATI C
 BUTTWEI.D






SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #67 -15%	 RPM
PURGE GAS
	
k-Ray Results:	 Reject L.O.P.
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOC! CFH	 5+2 FLO14 CFH	 15±5	 MALL 0.044
PRE-PURGE TI14E	 2 l4lt!(F1I:I }(1} PRE-PURGE TI14E 15 SEC(MIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 1 01041,N) POST-PURGE TI14E 1 "1IN(MIN) 	 FTG. P/ii
(1) Add 1 min (a—r.n —for each additional ft. of linne between the gas iniez
and the joint to he gelded.
PROGRAh„DER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I
	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 MELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOIN







LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III
	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 lime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
009	 012 009
	 1	 1	 010 9.9
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPSED
.1 to 9.9 Sec
0.1
























015 Q.E. D/814 DATE
'—`---	 C	 1.270 ENGR. D/830 DATE






QCV151ON LCTTL 11 RACE
14 of 14
SPECIFICATIO?l NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #68 -20%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results: 	 Reject L.Q.P.
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.C.' 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5+2	 - FLOW CFH	 15+5	 WALL •049
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 MINNI:i)(i) PRE-PURGE TII•1E 15 SEC(MI N) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TI11E 7 	;1lii(i1I;i) POST-PURGE TliiE I MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/R
(1) Add 1 min FT—for  each additional ft. mine between the gas inie4
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAhii4£R SETTI,'iGS
WELD LEVEL 1	 14ELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LG:•I
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
093	 092 089	 087 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
009	 012 009
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec	 .1	 to 9.9 Sec RPM
L- O.-IJ L	 I^ L	 I-PA —1
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS
WELDERS NAME
® HORIZONTAL ® VERTICAL
STAMP
RADIQGR.IPH ACCEPTANCE














I]	 F TG.	 D	 . 020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE
STAPP





1 1/2" Decreasing RPM
AUTOMATIC BUTTWELD
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS)
WP5 tin.
AUTOMATIC BUTTWELD










BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 D.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15±,	 WALL .049
PRA-PURGE TIME	 2 14I1`I(Miil)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEG(MIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME1 '11I11(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 	 11"WiIU)	 FTG. P/11
(1) Add i min (m.n) for each additional ft. 76f-Tine between the gas in Lei
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 MELD LEVEL IV PULSE LO?•1
5 to 199 Psrps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
093	 092 089
	 087 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Tit% 1-299 Sec	 Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1 •-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
=009	 012
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
	
DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
	 .1	 to 9.9 Sec RPM
wi I	 all __J	 I	 - 1_n -1 [	 -3-In
QUALIFICATION POSITIC145
WELDERS NAME
HORIZONTAL 7 VERTICAL STAMPRADIOGR.APH ACCEPTANCE










	A 80° MFG. D/821 DATE
B	 .015 Q.E. D/814 DATE
C	 1.270
ENGR.D/830 DATE
D	 F TG,	 0	













BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS-	
ARG
HEAD GA5	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 15+5	 WALL .049
PFE-PURGE TI1L 2 14IN(MIN) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC011H)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE T161E1 IMIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN ( 141N )	 FTG. PIN
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 for each additional ft. w 1 4'ne between the gas inl et
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMI4ER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW





LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE




PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED







,^  v ^•	 y	 , RAt)IOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE






























SPECIFICATTO?l NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001 Sample 971 -13%
PURGE GAS	
X--Ray Results: 	 Accept
BACK--UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTER11AL GAS	 ARG }LEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5±2 FLOW CFH	 15+5	 WALL .049
PRE-PURGE. TIME .2 14IN(MYt )(1) . PRE-PURGE TIRE 15 SEC(MI N) 	 ALLOY
POST- PURGE TI1 .1E1 MIN(MIN)	 -POST-PURGE TIME 1 '•1I0(14IN)	 FTG • P/;{
(1) Add 1 miti (r_ri^n	 far each additional ft. of	 the between the gas inleE
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMI.IER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL 11 WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOU
5 to 199 Pirps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 S to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
093
	 092 084	 087 03$
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL.iII	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE,'
Time 1 -299 Sec	 Time 1 -299 Sec Time 1 -249 Sec Time 1 -299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
009	 012 ^ ^'
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
	
DELAY HEAD SPEED


























1 1/2" Decreasing RPM
AUTOMATIC DUTTIJELE1
r;.	 MELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS)
tips Ilo.
DATA SHEET
1 1/2" Increasing Shi eldi ng Gas
AUTOMATIC BUTTUELD








SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 398-001	 Sample #106 +5%
PURGE GAS	
X»Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD. TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 AR G HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.A. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5}2 FLOW CFH	 16	 HALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 MIN(MI14)(1) PRE-PURGE 'TBE 15 SEC(MIN) 	 ALLOY
POSE-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TI14£ 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG, P/X
(1) Add.1 min	 min —for each additia[ial ft. of-13ne between the gas inle t
and the. joint to he welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps 	5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Wraps 5 to 199 Amps
O93	 E	 042 089	 087 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1•-299 Sec	 Time 1499 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
ROTATION
PULSE .HIGH PULSE LOW
	
DELAY HEAD SPEED















A=--.Q4 0 MFG. D/821
	 -_ - - -	 DATE
8	 .015 Q.E. D/814 DATE
C	 1.270 ENGR.0/830 DATE















BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS .	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLO1j CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 _ __ 17	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 MI10I14) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME•15 SECO.11 fl)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIM-El Mlfl(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/H
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 for each additional ft, of l ine between the gas inlet
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II 14ELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
3 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
093	 092 iti$9	 087 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Tirm 1-299 Sec Time 1 =299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .i to 9.9 Sec
019
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE L014	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM
== = 1	 1	 rn
1T'c1ALIFICATIOtN POSITIONS
WELDERS NAME
HORIZONTAL	 ^, 1 VERTICAL
STAMP
+=-- RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE






G A	 A	 80° MFG. D1821 DATEj
^r g..015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE
1.270
ENGR.D/830 DATE
!d F TCa.	 0.020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE
STAr•9'
VISUAL ACCEPT
. Fnd^ ^ntrt.t.i x6v s.7a
DATA SHEET
1 1/2" Increasing Shielding Gas
DATA SHEET
1 1/2" Increasing Shielding Gas
AUTOMATIC BUT WELD





M EVIV00 UrET TER PAGE
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SPECIFICATION 110. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-•001	 Sapmle #118 +20%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
IHTEIVIAL GAS • 	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG 	 D.Q. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLO14 CFH	 18	 WALL '	 -044
1M-PURGE TIML 2 MIH(MIN)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MI N) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min	 min	 for each additional ft. -F-Ttne between the gas tin at
rand the hint to be welded.
PROGRAMfiER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
093	 092 089
	 087 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE




PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY MEAD SPEED




ED HORIZONTAL 0 VERTICAL STAMP
^_ RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE






C 	 A 80° MFG. D/821 DATE
 
g
-,—f5.015 Q.E. D/814 DATE
C	 1.270 ENGR.D/830 DATE









RC VISION t [TTEtt PAGE
14 of 14




BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 20	 WALL_. 0.049
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 (411 1 011  00) PRE-PURGE 71110 5 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TINE I MIN(MIN)	 FTG. PIN
(1) Add 1 min (min 	 for each additional -ft. of line between the gas in3ec
and the joint to be gelded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS t
f1EI.D LEVEL I
	 MELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III
	
WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LGi3
5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps .	5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
(393	 09Z 089	 087 038
LEVEL I	 LEVEL It LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE





I2	 L ^J F 9,q
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED















A	 80` MFG. D/821 DATE
g	 .015 Q.E. D/814 DATE
"	 C	 1.270
ENGR.D/830 DATE





1 1/2" Increasing Shielding Gas
r
DATA SHEET
1 1/2" Increasing Shielding Gas
AUTOMATIC BUTTWELD




RC VISION L6YYt h Pi1a&
14 of 14
SPECIFICATr011 NO. REVrSION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #120 +40%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERIIAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5+2 F`JW CFH
	 22	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 M111011N)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME ] A11N(MI11) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(IIIN) 	 FTG. P /I1
(1) Add I min Finn	 for each additional ft. o? 'line between the gas :nlez
and the	 joint to be welded.
PROGRAA11MER SETTIIIGS
WELD LEVEL 1	 14ELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW
5 to 199 Amps
	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
	 S to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
093	 092 089	 067 036
LEVEL I	 LEVEL 1I LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec
	 Time 1.299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
004
	 012 X09
	 010 E g . - 9
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .l to 9.9 Sec
	 .1	 to 9.9 Sec RPM
0.1 O.I
	







•	 ^=--^ RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE






A	 80° MFG, D/821 DATE





















BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
IMRIIAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.50
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH
	
14	 WALL .049
PRE-PURGE TIP[E 2 MIN(MIiI)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY
-
POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 `IIN(MIN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add I"min (m;n 	 for each additional ft. of	 ine between the gas intez
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 14ELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III
	
WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOW






LEVEL Ii LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Time 1-299 Sec	 Yime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sec
009	 O1 009	 1
 4
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec












C A	 A	 80° MFG. 01821 DATE
B	 .015 Q.E. D/814 DATE
C	 1.270
ENGR.0/830 DATE














AUT051 1C BU T T14ELD





SMIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPs A/A 3Z8-001 	 Sample 1x101 --10%
PURGE GAS
X-Ray Results: 	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD 'TUBE DATA
INMRNAL GAS	 ARG	 -HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.50	 r.
FM CFH	 5+2	 FLOW CFH	 13+2	 WALL .049
M-PURGE TIME 2 14IN(MI11)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SECU110	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 1 MINN121)	 POST-PURGE TiME 1 ''1I"1(14IN)	 FTG. P/N
(1) Add 1 min PH) for each additional ft. oT line between the gas tinier
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOIN
5 to 199 Preps	 5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
093	 092 =D89	 L 087 03B
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Tim 1-299 Sec	 Yirra 1.299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
009	 0^ (wL
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec	 .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM













C. A\	 A	 80° MFG. D/821 DATE1
_ 8	 .015 Q.E. D/814 DATE
C	 1.270
ENGR.0/830 DATE
D	 FTG.	 D.020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE
VISUAL ACCEPT
DATA SKEET
1 1/2" Decreasing Shielding Gas
DATA SHEET
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SPECIFICATION 00. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #102 -15w
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
I1MRNAL GETS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG 	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5t2 FLOW CFH	 - 12±2	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 MIH(MIN)(1) PRE-PURGE T114EI S SEC(MIH)	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME  MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 	 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. PIN
(1) Add 1 mint	 min	 or each additional ft. o. line between the gas inter
_--and the	 joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELO LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WEED LEVEL III
	 WELD LEVEL. IV PULSE LAW
5 i:^ 199 Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
093	 092 Oa9	 087 Q38
LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Tim 1-299 Sec




PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
















C `^	 A	 800 MFG. D/821 DATE
B'	 .015
14^6 Q.E. D/814 GATE
^^	 C x.270 ENGR.D/830 DATE
D	 F T•G.
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SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS AIA 328-OOL	 Sample #103 -30%
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
PURGE'GAS
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTEPEIAL G4S	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG  1.540
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 y	 IQ	 WALL .049
PRE-PURGE TI14E 2 14IN(MI,00) PRE-PURGE TIME1 5 SEC(MIN)	 ALLOY •
POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIII) POST-PURGE TIRE 1 '11N(MIN)	 FTG. P/11
(1) Add 1 min (m;n	 for• each additional ft. of fine between the gas ides
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTI;IGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE L0:-1
5 to 199 Props	 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps	 6 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps
093	 092 089	 087 038
LEVEL I
	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
'firs 1-299 Sec	 'lime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.9 Sac
009
	 DI2 009	 010 9.9
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec	 .1 to 9.9 Sec






































1 1/2" Decreasing Shielding Gas
DATA SHEET
1 1/2" Decreasing Shielding Gas
AUTOMATIC DUTTWELD






SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample #104 -50%
PURGE GAS	
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	 ARG HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
$Low CFH	 5+2 FLOW CFH	 7.5	 WALL 0.049
PRE-PURGE TIi',c 2 MIN(M11)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME IS SECOMIN) 	 ALLOY
POST-PURGE TIME 	 NIN(MlN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 '4INNIN)	 FTG. P/;1
(1) Add 1 min (m­,n	 fe„ each additional ft. o7t 'Fne between the gastin e` eT
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAM ER SETT71GS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III
	
WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LU.1





LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
Ti	 1-299 Sec	 'tirre 1-299 Sec Time 1 -299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec
009	 0I2 {}09 1 	010 9.9
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 See .1 to 9.9 Sec
	 .1l to 9.9 Sec •	 RPM
1.00 J E 	 60
WALIFICATION POSITIONS
WELDERS NAME
El HORIZONTAL r J{ VERTICAL
STAMP
►=j RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTA,VC£







C A	 A	 SO- MFG. 0/821 DATE
B	 .015









REJECT EXCESSIVE HOT SPOT
AUTOt-TIC BUTTWELD







SPECIFICATION 110. REVISION. DATE	 TPS A/A 328-001	 Sample 1105 4%
X-Ray Results:	 Accept
PURGE GAS
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA
INTERNAL GAS	
ARG
HEAD GAS	 ARG	 O.D. 1.500
FLOW CFH	 5+2 FLoW CFH	 5	 WALL -049
PRE-PURGE TIME 2 MW MINXI) PRE-PURGE TIRE 15 Sit ( MIN )	 ALLOY
'POST-PURGE TIME1 MIN(MI;1) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN)	 FTG. P7N
(1) Add 1 min RiiT) for each additional ft. of 	between the gas inlet
and the joint to be welded.
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS
WELD LEVEL I	 WELD LEVEL II YIELD LEVEL III
	 WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LO:d




LEVEL I	 LEVEL II LEVEL III	 LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE
TiM 1-299 Sec	 'lime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1	 to 9.5 Sec
009 L_ 012 J 010 9.g
ROTATION
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW
	 DELAY HEAD SPEED
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec	 .1	 to 5.9 Sec RPM
0.1 0.1
	 1	 1.00 r	 60
Q.IFICATION POSITIONS
WELDERS NAME
0 HORIZONTAL ® VERTICAL
STAMP
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE















1 1/2" Decreasing Shielding Gas
y
^A
